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THE NEW

SECRETARY

GENERAL

OF OECD

On 6th October Emile van Lennep officially took up his post as
Secretary-General of OECD to which he was elected by the
Organisation's Council in February of this year. He succeeds
Thorkil Kristensen, of Denmark, who has headed the Inter¬

national Secretariat of OECD since its inception in 1961.

Jonkheer van Lennep comes of a family long well-known in the Netherlands
in banking and shipping circles; in contrast, one of his forebears was the
nineteenth-century Dutch writer, Jacob van Lennep. He himself has a
wide reputation as an economist and financial expert in both national and
international circles.

He has held a succession of important posts in connection with OECD and
its predecessor, the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation
(OEEC). Until elected as Secretary-General designate, he was Chairman
of Working Party No. 3 of the OECD Economic Policy Committee, a
high-level body of government economic advisors and central bankers which
deals with policies for the promotion of better international payments equili¬
brium; and Vice-Chairman of the Plenary Economic Policy Committee.
He was the Netherlands Delegate to the Development Assistance Group,
now known as the OECD Development Assistance Committee.

Among his other international functions has been the chairmanship of the
Monetary Committee of the European Economic Community, and Netherlands
Delegate in the Meetings of the Deputies of the Group of Ten; as such
Emile van Lennep has played a leading role in the recent negotiations for
the reform of the international monetary system.

After leaving Amsterdam University with a Master's degree in law in
1937, Emile van Lennep's career advanced rapidly. From 1940-1945 he
served in the Foreign Exchange Institute at the Hague, and then transferred
to the Netherlands Bank, Amsterdam. In 1948 he was appointed Financial
Counsellor of the High Representative of the Crown in Indonesia, a post
he held for two years.

In 1951, at the early age of 36, he became Treasurer-General of the Nether¬
lands Ministry of Finance. As such, he was responsible for the formation
of economic policy - - in particular of financial, budgetary and monetary
policy. Also in this capacity he took part in the annual meetings of the
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the International Deve¬
lopment Association. He resigned his functions as Treasurer-General on
assuming those of Secretary-General of OECD.



THE GERMAN CAPITAL

MARKET

In view of the importance of adequately developed and efficiently functioning financial
markets and oftheir role in international capital movements, OECD's Invisible Transac¬
tions Committee has undertaken an examination of these matters on a country-by-country
basis. Thefirst study to be published deals with the situation in Germany (i).
The Invisible Transactions Co?nmittee is a group of independent experts and the views they
express, which are summarised here, are not necessarily those of OECD Member
Governments.

(1) Capital Markets in Germany

There have been important changes in the
German financial system in the last three
years. Many problems that existed be¬
fore are in the process of being solved. A

recession which began in 1966 has been weathered;
the Government's attitude to fiscal and monetary
policies has become more flexible; and Germany has
become a very important exporter of long-term capi¬
tal (see inset). It is, in fact, the only country where
foreign security issues are practically treated like
domestic issues.

The institutional framework has shown great
adaptability : passage in 1967 of the Stabilisation and
Growth Law gives the authorities greater flexibility
in the use of fiscal policy and provides for a " Con¬
juncture Council " one function of which is better
control of public debt operations in line with the
general aims of economic and monetary policy.
The main issues now are not institutional, OECD's
Invisible Transactions Committee concludes, but
policy matters, and much will depend on how the new
institutional framework is applied.

An important question is to what extent the extra¬
ordinarily high capital outflows from Germany in
1967, 1968 and 1969 were due to factors which may
be expected to affect capital movements in the years
to come. In 1968, roughly half of the net outflow of
private long-term capital consisted of banking funds.
This element will certainly be reduced with increas¬
ing domestic demand for funds and tighter bank liqui¬
dity. Whether German purchases of foreign fixed-
interest securities will continue at a substantial rate

depends mainly on future interest rate relationships,
basically between Germany and the United States.
As long as long-term interest rates in the United
States remain at about the same level as those in

Germany or even higher, it seems likely that, as past
experience shows, rates in the Euro-bond market will
exceed German rates so that outflows of portfolio
capital from Germany may be expected to continue.

Another more permanent feature of the German

capital balance may be the recent change in the posi¬
tion of the direct investment capital account from
previously high net inflows to equilibrium or even net
outflows; foreign direct investment in Germany,
which had gradually increased during the period 1958-
1964 and jumped to record levels in both 1965 and
1966 fell back sharply in the following two years.
This development mainly reflected US direct invest¬
ment activities. As a result of the US balance of

payments programme initially voluntary but man¬
datory since January 1968 US foreign subsidiaries
operating in Continental Europe reduced their
recourse to US sources and financed a much higher
proportion of their plant and equipment expenditure
from local sources.

During the same period German direct investment
abroad snowed a steady tendency to increase and in
1968 exceeded foreign direct investment in Germany,
so that the net balance on direct investment showed
an outflow for the first time.

If the propensity of foreign, notably US, companies
to make direct investment in Germany does not
increase again (assuming abolition of the US restrict¬
ion programme) and if it remains cheaper and more
convenient for foreign subsidiaries in Germany to
finance their operations from local sources, the change
in Germany's direct investment position might
remain a more permanent feature. This may be re¬
inforced by increasing German direct investment
abroad, since many German industrialists and bank¬
ers feel that the maintenance of a strong export
position in the long run would require higher direct
investment abroad.

If, in the future, more of the emphasis of any re¬
strictive policy measures could be shifted to fiscal
policy (with the aid of the new Law on Stabilisation
and Growth) so that undue monetary pressure could
be avoided, it would seem possible for capital outflows
lo remain at a fairly high level, enough to match a
large portion of any current account surplus. The
German authorities feel that, taking a longer view,



Germany should be an exporter of real resources,
given their high rate of income and domestic savings,
and that a considerable proportion of exports of real
resources should be matched by exports of long-term
financial capital. In this context it is recalled that
recent official live-year projections of GNP and ils
major components foresee for 1973 a surplus on goods
and services (measured in GNP terms) of DM 10.6 bil¬
lion or 1.5 per cent of GNP (at current prices). The
corresponding - exceptionallv high - - figures for
1968 were DM 18 billion and 3.4 per cent of GNP re¬
spectively and for the first six months of 1969 were
at an annual rate of some DM 14 billion.

Four other main policy issues are discussed in the
report on German capital markets.

Future Level of Savings
and Investment

In 1968, the German authorities set up five-year
target projections of gross national product and nation¬
al income and their major components. According
to these, the investment ratio and the savings ratio,
both of which are high by international comparison,
are expected to remain so and to leave a margin of
savings over investment which would permit a cur¬
rent surplus in the balance of payments though a
smaller one than that of 1968 to be financed, it is

hoped, by capital exports.

Imbalance between Long-term
and Short-term Markets

The main defect of the German financial system, it
has long been thought, is a disequilibrium between the
short-term and the long-term market for funds : in
the past a large share of the Government's demand
for funds was covered by long-term finance, whereas
on the supply side there was a preference on the part
of savers for liquid assets. Liquidity preference
declined prior to 1965 but was reactivated by the
slump in bond prices in 1965-1966 and the recession
of 1966-1967; this recent increase in liquidity prefer¬
ence has been a matter of concern for the German

authorities. This problem is less serious today than
it was as recently as two to three years ago because
its solution is being approached from several angles-:

Better control of the public sector's
long-term borrowing.

Control of the overall level of borrowing has been
enhanced by the Stabilisation Law of 1967 and the
type of borrowing (long- or short-term, securities,
direct loans, etc.) is regulated by the Conjuncture
Council with a view to the capacity of the market.

Promoting investors' demand for
longer-term assets.

The Government has been encouraging the pur¬
chase of securities by the public though the results so
far have not been promising. Savings invested in
savings deposits and similar instruments have been
growing faster than in securities. Under the savings

promotion scheme, deposit savings are ten times as
large as security investments, though the require¬
ments with regard to immobilisation of funds invested
are the same. This may be due in part to the fact
that the " instalment savings contracts " apply only
to deposit savings, a limitation which does not seem
consistent with the general policy. In a recent law,
securities have been included under " instalment

savings contracts ".

The German authorities welcome the recent expan¬
sion of domestic and foreign investment trust acti¬
vities as a means of attracting more private savers to
the security markets.

Issue of medium-term securities.

The gap which existed in the medium-term range
of securities is being filled. In 1967 the savings banks
started to issue saving certificates (Sparbriefe) of
5 to 8 years maturity, yielding about 6 per cent. In
January 1969 the Federal Government launched a
treasury certificate (Bunilesschatzbrief) with a six-
year maturity, with progressive interest, yielding
5.9 per cent at maturity. This instrument may be
cashed quarterly after a year.

Cyclical Instability
of the Bond Market

It is generally said that the bond market over¬
reacts to changes in monetary policy, and that this is
largely due to the important role of commercial banks
as ultimate buyers of bonds. These statements need
qualification.

In the past ten years, there have been two phases
of tight credit policy : 1959-60, and 1965-66, both
induced by the desire to control a boom. In the first
phase, the discount rate was raised by two full percen¬
tage points, and most short lending rates followed,
but the bond yield rose by only one point. In the
second phase, short-term rates also rose by two points
over about 20 months, yet this time, bond yields rose
by the same amount, with bond quotations declining
by about 15 per cent, litis movement was clearly
excessive and demoralised private bond buyers who
reduced their purchases from DM 4.5 billion in 1965 to
2.6 billion in 1967. The recovery of the bond market
during 1967 and 1968 was remarkable. Average
yields on new issues went back from a peak of 8.6 per
cent in August 1966 to 6.3 per cent at the end of 1968,
and the volume of net bond issues (including foreign
DM-bonds) recovered from 6.8 billion DM in 1966 to
23.5 billion in 1968, 63 per cent above the 1964 peak.
This recovery was due to very large purchases by
commercial banks. In 1967, 81 per cent of net bond
issues were taken up by the banking system (73 per
cent by commercial banks and 8 per cent by the
Bundesbank through open market operations). In
1968, the share of commercial banks was 67 per cent,
the Bundesbank being a net seller on a small scale.
Private households, which in previous years had
accounted for one third of total net purchases, bought
only 14 per cent in the first half of 1968.

Thus the explanation of the developments on the



GERMANY :

CURRENT BALANCE AND PRIVATE LONG-TERM CAPITAL
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bond market during the 1965-1968 cycle is more com¬
plex than is frequently believed. The main lesson
seems to be that too much reliance on credit policy
leads to excessive fluctuations on the market, not
only because bank purchases of securities are affected
by monetary policy; there may also be an unfavour¬
able impact on private household investments.
From the point of view of capital market policies,
more orderly and progressive adaptation of bond
market developments to the aims of monetary policy
seems desirable and should be attainable with the

existing instruments, in particular with a more effect¬
ive use of fiscal policy.

Problems of the Share Market
The German authorities, the banks and the stock

exchanges have been trying for some time to stimulate
greater interest on the part of the general public in the
share market. A number of practical steps were
taken to this end; others are under discussion.

Fiscal measures were introduced to encourage the
distribution of dividends and the transformation of

company reserves into share capital. Shares of
Government-owned concerns were offered to the pub¬
lic, sometimes on terms which were particularly at¬
tractive to the small saver (Volksaktien). In order
to enlarge the public market, the banks abandoned
fheir practice of " marrying " buying and selling
orders internally and began to channel all customers'
security transactions through the stock exchanges,
unless otherwise instructed by their clients. Promo¬
tion of investment funds has been greatly intensified.
Banks and security dealers are constantly trying to
improve their advisory services and the trading faci¬
lities at the disposal of private investors.

In this latter context, foreign banks, brokerage
firms and investment funds have introduced a number

of dynamic innovations and stimulated competition,
there have in fact been many changes in this field
recently and this development appears to be welcome
to the authorities, not only because it benefits the
investing public and the markets as a whole, but also
because it has led to substantial portfolio investment
abroad at times when the export of capital was
officially encouraged.



LONG-TERM INTEREST RATE DEVELOPMENTS
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Germany has become a very important exporter of
private long-term capital. After having risen to the
remarkably high level of 82.5 billion in 1968, outflows
reached almost the same figure for the first half of 1 969
alone, by far exceeding the declining surplus on current
account. (See chart page 6). This situation is in marked
contrast to previous periods when exports of goods
and services were not matched by capital exports or
were even accompanied by long-term capital imports.

One major factor behind this turnaround is the acti¬
vity in the market for foreign DM-bonds. Prior to
1 967 such issues were sold largely abroad which meant
that Germany functioned mainly as a turntable for
foreign portfolio capital. In the course of 1 968, how¬
ever, the market showed an extraordinary expansion,

foreign DM issues reaching DM 5.7 billion (25 percent
of total bond issues in Germany) and since such issues
became highly attractive to German investors, two-
thirds of the total were placed in Germany thus con¬
stituting a capital outflow. Issuing activity intensified
further in 1969, and new foreign DM issues rose to

DM 3.8 billion in the first half of the year with German
investors taking almost three-quarters of the total.

These developments are largely conected with
interest rate movements shown above. Before 1967

foreign DM issues carried interest rates which were
considerably lower than those of German domestic
bonds and followed generally the interest rate trend in
the market for Euro-dollar bonds. This was mainly

due to a coupon tax on foreign interest income from
holdings of German domestic bonds, announced
early in 1964 and enacted early in 1965 which led
to a marked shift of non-German demand from German

domestic bonds to foreign DM issues. Since late
1967, however, yields on Euro-dollar issues have risen

sharply in line with interest rate developments in the
United States, while yields on foreign DM bonds have
moved more in line with German domestic long-term
rates which have fallen substantially since mid-1966.
The scissors movement between Euro-DM- and

Euro-dollar-bond yields was also influenced by expect¬
ations concerning parity changes.



ECONOMETRIC STUDIES

TO IMPROVE

TRADE FORECASTING

Since foreign trade now accounts for 3 to 34 per cent of the GNP

of OECD Member countries, trade flows are one of the most impor¬

tant determinants of the level of economic activity in individual
countries, but also one of the most difficult to forecast.

In the following article, F. G. Adams, Associate Professor of Econo¬

mics and Director of the Economics Research Unit at Wharton

School of Finance and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania, and

an OECD consultant on short-term forecasting, describes the efforts

being made by OECD's Economics and Statistics Department to

refine predictions of this important variable.

The rapid growth of world imports
and exports increasingly links to¬
gether the economies of different

countries. Trade flows are the prin¬
cipal way in which the business cycle
is transmitted from one country to an¬
other, and this is also the principal
way in which the economic policies
of one country (or the failure to apply
appropriate economic policies) are
felt by its neighbours. These links
require policy makers in each country
to take account of economic develop¬
ments elsewhere in the world and of

their implications for trade.

The OECD has been especially
concerned with the interrelationships
between the Member countries in its

work on short-term forecasting and
policy. In consultation with its Mem¬
ber countries, OECD's Economics and

Statistics Department makes fore¬
casts for each country of domestic
economic developments and of trade
and tries to ensure that national policies
are based on a consistent analysis of
the likely effects on imports, exports,
and international financial flows.

In order to improve the conceptual

and quantitative basis of this work,

the OECD has been carrying on an
extensive programme of studies in
international trade. This research is

directed at improving understanding
of the factors which affect trade flows

and of their quantitative relationship.
It uses the newest econometric and

statistical techniques to improve fore¬
casting. It seeks to make consistent

estimates of imports and exports and
to work in the direction of a model in

which imports, exports and the feed¬
back to the domestic economies are

treated simultaneously. One of the
results of research efforts has now

been published : An Econometric

Analysis of International Trade (1).
It represents a step in the formalisa¬
tion of trade flow prediction and ana¬
lysis a progress report on the
continuing research in this area.

Imports and Exports
over the Business Cycle

Numerous factors interact to ac¬

count for the sensitivity of world

trade to fluctuations in business acti¬

vity. This relationship is apparent
in the Chart on page 1 0, which shows
imports and exports of the major
OECD countries in relation to the

movement of industrial production.

As industrial activity expands, im¬
ports are required as materials and

semi-manufactures for industry, to
satisfy consumer and investor demand

and for stockbuilding. The response
of imports to the cycle is amplified by
the pressure of demand on domestic

capacity and rising domestic prices,
as the business cycle approaches its
peak.

On the export side, business cycle
factors work in the opposite direction.
Producers turn to the home market

as domestic business conditions im¬

prove. Relative prices and delivery
periods become less competitive in
world markets as domestic demand

pressure builds up.

Long-term factors also affect inter¬
national competitiveness. For exam¬

ple, the Japanese have been steadily
expanding their share of world mar¬
kets, while the export performance of
the UK and of the US has been decli¬

ning.

The cyclical and long-term ele¬
ments in the development of imports
and exports are important factors in
each country's economic situation and
the balance of payments.

Empirical Trade
Equations and Models

The importance of qualitativejudge-
ments in evaluating the economy
should not be underestimated, but it
is not sufficient to deal with the rela¬

tionships determining trade only in
qualitative terms. Modern econo¬
metric methods are used to estimate

quantitative relationships. Statistical
import and export functions have been

developed from nine major OECD
countries, for the "other" OECD area

and for the rest of the world. These

are the basis for a model of world

trade.

In application, once a measurement

of economic conditions and prices in
each of the countries is established,
the model can estimate the volume of

(1) F.G. Adams, H. Eguchi and F Meyer-
zu-Schlochtern ; An Econometric Analysis
of International Trade : an interrelated

explanation of imports and exports of OECD
countries, OECD Economic Studies Series,
Paris, 1969.
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commodity imports to each area, and,
in turn, using this information as a
basis, the model estimates exports
from each area.

The model can be applied for

forecasting predicting economic
conditions to obtain trade forecasts

or for simulation testing what

would happen underavariety of assum¬
ed conditions, This makes it possi¬

ble to evaluate the performance of

imports and exports over the business
cycle, or to test the impact of alterna¬
tive policies on world trade. A simu¬
lation exercise is the basis of Table 1,

which shows the impact of an increase
in business activity in any country
on its imports, and, in turn, on the
exports of every country. The table
shows, for example, that with a one

percentage point increase in industrial
production in the US, imports will go
up 1.98 points (so long as the US
economy is in the boom phase of the
business cycle). US exports will
fall .33 points, because of the increase
in pressure of demand, and the exports
of France will increase .20, and of

other countries will change as indi¬
cated. The table, of course, provides

only an illustration of the impact of
the industrial-production and pres-
sure-of-demand variables. In a real

application, the operation of other
factors must be taken into account, and

I

MULTIPLIERS IN TRADE FLOW MODEL: IMPACT

OF A CHANGE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION ON IMPORTS AND EXPORTS'1

Imports

Exports of

France

France

Germany

Italy	

United Kinqdom 	a
b

United States 	a

b

Canada 	a

b

Japan

Belgium . . .

Netherlands

1.64

1.59

2.49

1.38

1.13

1.98

0.59

2.35

1.39

1.63

1.20

1.21

1.52

0.27

0.16

0.12

0.11

0.20

0.12

0.04

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.11

0.06

Ger¬

many

0.15

-0.08

0.15

0.07

0.06

0.18

0.07

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.08

0.14

Italy
United

Kingdom

United

States
Canada

0.15 0.08

0.29 0.13

-1.19 0.08

0.17

0.15

0.36

0.21

0.08

0.07

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.07

0.26

0.13

0.16

0.11

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.07

0.11

0.19

0.13

0.22

0.19

-0.33

-0.33

0.54

0.43

0.20

0.16

0.06

0.10

0.03

0.05

0.03

0.30

0.26

1.34

0.56

0.06

0.05

0.02

0.02

Japan

0.01

0.06

0.02

0.08

0.07

0.83

0.45

0.10

0.07

0.02

0.03

Belgium

0.33

0.51

0.14

0.22

0.20

0.44

0.31

0.08

0.07

0.05

0.05

^0.77

0.58

Nether¬

lands

0.10

0.37

0.08

0.16

0.13

0.10

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.18

Other

OECD

0.08

0.32

0.19

0.28

0.23

0.20

0.06

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.04

0.07

Non-

OECD

0.09

0.10

0.00

0.16

0.11

0.30

0.00

0.04

0.00

0.07

0.04

0.01

0.02

a. Assuming that IP is above its long-range trend.
b. Assuming that IP is below its long-range trend.

(I) Impact in index points (I960 100) on volume of commodity imports and exports of a one percentage point increase in industrial produc¬
tion and corresponding changes in pressure of demand variables.



IMPORTS AND EXPORTS IN MAJOR OECD COUNTRIES

Import volume (I960 - 100)

Industrial production,
manufactures (1960 - 100)

Export volume (1960 = 100)

Industrial production (manufactures)
in market countries (1960 - 100}
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1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 196? 1961 1964 1965 1955 1966 195? 1953 1959 I960 1961 196? 1963 1364 1965

judgemental appraisals of prevailing
trends also have to be considered.

The model is presently being tested in
forecasting and policy studies.

The brief description above greatly
oversimplifies the difficulties of con¬

structing such a model and of applying
it. Construction of the model requir¬
ed extensive experimentation to spe¬
cify and estimate equations which
incorporate theoretical expectations
and which explain the past and, it is
hoped, predict the future. Applica¬
tion requires adjustment of the system
of equations, to keep it in line with the
most recent developments, and then
estimates of the exogenous variables
which go into predictions and simu¬

lations. Modern computer facilities
make possible the calculations requi¬
red for estimation and solution of the
model.

This exercise is only an early step
in developing models of world trade.
The limited forecasting experience,
so far, has been a guide in a conti¬
nuous effort to respecify and re-
estimate the model in order that it may
become a practical tool for use in the

OECD short-term forecasting opera¬
tion. There are also other important
possibilities for improved trade mo¬
dels, but at a cost, in most cases, of
greatly increased complexity. One
important improvement, for example,
is to introduce a feedback mecha¬

nism into the model, so that trade
flows will have a feedback effect on

economic activity and that, in turn, on
trade. Work in this direction is

being carried on at OECD, and aca¬
demic research bodies and several

international organisations are co¬
operating on a major project to pro¬
vide such feedback by linking econo¬
metric models for many countries.
Other important possibilities involve
greater disaggregation, such as break¬

down by commodities, or improved
analysis of trade flows on a "from
whom to whom" basis. Studies of

the trade relationships between deve¬
loped and developing countries, for
example, are a particularly important
challenge. The invisibles and capi¬
tal movements components of the
balance of payments also pose difficult
econometric problems. Much work

is still required to perfect models of
world trade. This will involve not

only much new empirical research,
but, in many cases, will require new
data now being developed by various
governments and international agen¬
cies on trade and capital flows and
on import and export prices.
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PROBLEMS

OF THE

FISHERIES

OFNORTHERN

CO UNTRIES
Seven OECD Member countries have territories

which fall within or near the Arctic Circle
Canada, Denmark (Greenland), Finland, Ice¬
land, Norway, Sweden and the US (Alaska). The
mainstay of the people is the fish stocks of the
nearby waters. Fisheries in these regions are now
suffering some common difficulties which are
touched upon in OECD's içô8 Review of
Fisheries, just pidilished, and expanded upon in
the following article by L.G.B. Butcher of
OECD's Fisheries Division.

Taking an astronaut's view of the Earth
from above the North Pole, the Arctic

Circle can be visualised traversing Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Alaska (US), Canada,

Greenland (Denmark) and the northern tip of Iceland,
all members of the OECD. While it is quite wrong
to regard the Arctic regions within those countries as
icy wastes, it is true that their natural wealth recedes
the nearer they are to the Arctic Ocean. Sometime
in the near future this situation might change as
a result of continuing prospecting and exploration,
but at present the mainstay of the northern peoples
continues to be the fish stocks that congregate in the
adjacent waters.

These stocks, insofar as they lie outside established
fishery limits, are also fished by the fleets of more
distant European nations, but it is with those coun¬
tries near the fishing grounds, and remote from the
main marketing centres, that this article is prin¬
cipally concerned. Also included, because of geogra¬
phical, environmental and industrial similarity are
the east Canadian coastal areas on the Atlantic.

In assessing the contribution of fisheries to the
economies of the Northern regions, the Icelandic
situation, while not representative of that of all
the Northern countries, can be considered typical for
extensive regions such as Finnmark (Norway),
Newfoundland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands;

in Iceland the percentage of exports accounted for
by lish has ranged from 87 to 94 per cent since t963.

The main types of fisheries on which the Northern
countries have until now been depending are in broad
terms twofold, namely fish destined for direct human
consumption and fish specifically caught for use as
raw material for factories producing either fishmeal
or oil or both. Basic species for the former are in
the cod family and for the latter among densely
shoaling fish, like herring, mackerel and capelin.
Examination of production figures over the years
will show that whereas cod and the like vary compa¬
ratively little in volume, catches of herring, etc. can
fluctuate considerably from one year to another.

Apart from the small proportion used for home
consumption (which per caput is very high), external
trade of the Arctic peoples centres round exports of
produce of these fisheries, and here the Icelandic
experience is indicative for all. In the four years
1963 to 1966 a continuous upward trend can be seen
in the export of fish and fish products until the 1966
value is 50 per cent higher than the comparable
value in 1963. Then in 1967 the whole gain is lost
and a further recession follows in 1968.

To find the cause and effect of these movements,

it is necessary to turn to primary production and
examine the various influences at work. Table 1

shows the landings by certain countries of the species
forming the bulk of the North Atlantic catch.

Immediately it has to be emphasised that any of
the annual levels of production could probably have
been attained using much the same strength of
manpower, vessels and gear. That is to say, the
Norwegian fishing fleet and crews landing 2 million
tons of fish for reduction in 1966 would not have

been very different in size and number from those
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1. PRODUCTION OF ATLANTIC COD

AND FISH REDUCED TO MEAL AND OIL 1963-1968

(000 tons live weight)

COD

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

North Atlantic :

Canada 	 334

Greenland 	 24

Iceland 	j 240
Norway 	| 277
Faroes	 1 06

Sub-total I 	I 981

Denmark 	 69

France	 1 58

Germany 	 208
Portugal	' 230
Spain	\ 217
United Kingdom 	 385

Total OECD 	 2248

Total for all countries 	 2965

Percentage 75.8

316

23

281

225

103

948

68

165

176

228

221

361

2167

2676

80.9

REDUCTION

.64 1965 I 1966

313

25

244

274

93

949

49

164

210

197

227

381

2177

2765

78.7

306

30

231

288

91

946

90

176

208

202

233

387

2242

2872

78.0

284

31

204

291

90

900

93

185

239

209

280

421

2327

3106

74.9

318

23

234

340

86

1001

102

178

225

340

447

2293

115

279

561

13

968

(585)

142

1968

184 249 346

472 717

868 1483

19 35

1501

(543)

2419

(535)

804

1990

62

3105

(553)

476

2403

64

3289

(784)

520

137

1982

62

2701

(1158)

Source : FAO Statistical Year Book.

yielding 2.4 million tons in 1967 and again 2 million
tons in 1968.

As to processing capacity, the Icelandic reduction
plants coping with 800,000 tons of herring and capelin
in 1966 were still there and able to absorb an equal
quantity in 1967 and again in 1968 when the raw
material handled fell to 476,000 tons and 137,000 tons

respectively. The same problems are also met from
day to day in the cod fishery, but over a longer term
the pattern is more regular since one year's supply
of cod seldom varies by more than 10 per cent from
another. Therein lie two of I he fishing industry's
perennial quandaries, (i) how to cope with the daily
fluctuations in the supply of food fish for which the
preserving process has to be completed while the fish
is still fresh and (ii) how to cater for sudden abun¬
dance which may or may not endure. A glance at
the production of fish for reduction in any country
over the period 1963-1968 (Table 1) will suffice to
demonstrate the extent of the problem.

But such difficulties are more or less common to

all fisheries; it is when the products come to be
marketed that the Northern countries are at a

disadvantage. The fact that practically the whole
production has to be sold abroad thus discounts, at
least to some extent, any benefits from the proximity
of the fish stocks. Depending on the type of the
commodity, the main outlets can lie in Western
Europe and North America or in tropical or semi-
tropical lands but only rarely are they easily accessible
to the producing nations. And distance is not only
a question of additional transport costs (which are
in fact of only moderate importance) but of compli¬
cating the distribution of what is originally a highly
perishable food.

For the latter reason, the commodities from
Northern countries entering the international trade
in fish are mainly those with a lengthy shelf-life made

possible by costly preservation in one form or another
(freezing, salting, drying, canning). To these may
be added accelerated-freeze-drying (AFD), at present
more or less restricted to shellfish, and perhaps
irradiation, which has yet to be perfected and uni¬
versally accepted in the sanitary sense.

Through time the Northern industries have of
necessity developed their external trade in fish to
an extraordinary degree, and it often transpires that
if one market is upset, any detrimental effect is
cushioned by buoyancy in another. Of late, how¬
ever, there has been coincidental depression of a
variety of outlets which, allied to adverse production
factors, has had widespread effects.

The signs of decline were first discernible in 1966
after a prolonged spell of strong demand, mounting
prices and, for herring, sustained production. Where
production was giving cause for anxiety, as in I he
cod fisheries, the economic impact was being partially
absorbed by an apparently well-established upward
price trend, particularly in the highly important US
market for frozen fillets.

At the risk of over-simplifying, it is possible to
say that setbacks were felt in four of the main export
markets either simultaneously or at short intervals.
Affected were those for (i) frozen fish of the cod
family, (ii) dried and salted cod fish, (iii) fish meal
and (iv) fish oil. With frozen fish it seemed to
start in the USA when the mounting prices being
paid for bfocks of cod fillets helped to stimulate a
more intensive production in the most important
supplying countries among which are those here
being considered, ft is debatable if the overall
production was in fact excessive but, in any case,
before long prices fell sharply and until now there
has been no evidence of sustained recovery.

In such circumstances, a switch to production of
salted or dried cod might have been expected; these
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commodities have for long found favour in some
tropical areas and elsewhere and have supported a
profitable outlet which normally would absorb consi¬
derable quantities. A move in this direction was,
in fact, noticeable, but a combination of changed
currency values in the West Indies and the disrup¬
tion, caused by war, of the Nigerian market had
such a depressing effect that this outlet, too, became
progressively unattractive.

In the meantime, declines had also started in the

market prices for fish meal and oil, commodities
which are not only produced globally in virtually
unpredictable volume but are also in direct competi¬
tion with a variety of substitutes of animal or vegeta¬
ble origin. The extent of the decline in unit values
was in the region of 20 per cent from t966 to the
end of 1968, according to the recently published
OECD Review of Fisheries.

The decline eventually had a positive effect by
making fish meal and oil more favourably priced
than competing commodities and kept the volumes
of trade at a high level for those who could maintain

or increase their productivity. Examples of the
latter were Canada, Denmark and, for certain

species, Norway. On the other hand, the herring
fisheries of fceland and Norway suffered both from
falling catches and falling prices which were to have
unfavourable consequences on the relevant economies.

Iceland's fish exports in value terms rose annually
from 1963 until in 1966 they were worth 50 per cent
more. Then came a quick decline arising partly
from production factors and partly from the dete¬
riorating marketing conditions noted above. The
situation in 1968 gave an export value well below
that achieved six years previously and undoubtedly
was a major contributory factor in the devaluation
of the Icelandic Krona by 35.2 per cent on 11th
November, 1968. A year previously the Krona had
been devalued by 24 per cent at the same time as
the pound.

Something approaching the Icelandic situation
has had a most disturbing impact on other remote
regions heavily reliant on coastal fisheries in northern
seas, though in some cases the consequences of

Salting herring in an Icelandic fishing port.
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2. EXPORTS OF FROZEN FILLETS, FISHMEAL AND OIL 1963-1968

(Quantity : 000 metric tons Value : U.S. $ million)

Iceland :

frozen fillets

fishmeal . . .

fish oil

Norway :
frozen fillets

fishmeal . . .

fish oil . . . .

Canada :

frozen fillets

fishmeal . . .

fish oil ....

Faroes :

frozen fillets

fishmeal . . .

fish oil ....

1963

Quan¬

tity
Value

1964

Quan¬

tity
Value

1965

Quan¬

tity
Value

1966

Quan¬

tity
Value

1967

Quan¬

tity
Value

46.6

100.0

63.5

47.4

100.0

23.5

20.2

13.2

8.7

21.8

15.0

4.7

54.2

120.0

62.2

48.1

180.0

22.6

25.5

17.9

11.8

21.8

26.1

5.3

49.1

150.0

88.5

67.7

260.0

54.8

26.7

25.7

17.3

34.0

46.7

11.8

40.9 24.6

17.0 29.9

130.4 21.8

64.4 34.8

260.0 47.4

99.9 18.3

40.7

133.0

79.0

62.6

495.0

185.0

20.5

19.0

10.4

31.1

74.4

23.4

72.0 36.9 87.0 45.1 98.8 55.4 99.9 57.8 100.5 54.2

43.0 6.1 47.5 6.9 38.1 6.3 34.8 6.5 48.5 7.4

5.8 0.6 14.4 2.5 6.8 1.4 3.5 0.7 5.4 0.8

Source : FAO and National Statistics.

1968

Quan¬

tity

48.3

62.0

34.0

103.0

93.2

8.0 3.5 4.3

11.8 1.8 14.0

7.1
I I

0.9 8.0

Value

24.4

7.5

4.2

84.0 41.5

425.0 59.9

73.0 6.4

10.5

2.0

1.2

0.7

depressed price movements were alleviated to some
extent by better catches. From Table 1 if will be
seen that Canada's production of raw material for
reduction to fish meal and oil shows an annual

increase of varying proportions but ending with
a 1968 catch more than four times higher than that
of 1963. Norway, although also suffering in 1968
from a much reduced catch of herring and mackerel
can show a still considerable throughput of some
2,000,000 tons. Denmark, the other main pro¬
ducing country in OECD, increases her catch for
reduction to 1,160,000 tons.

With the production of cod remaining relatively
constant, it is more difficult to make good the income
lost through declining prices. From Table 2 it
can be seen that Norway's expanding exports of
frozen fillets were bringing little extra in cash terms.
In fact, so unsatisfactory was the state of the market
for frozen fillets that early in 1969 the Canadian
Government felt obliged to intervene by using its
Prices Support Board in an effort aimed at stabilising
returns to processors and fishermen.

These developments are but part of the constantly
widening ramifications of the international trade in
fish and fish products, in which, because of its
inherently speculative nature, periodic upsets are
to be expected. But as time goes on, recessions hit
more and more people, frequently those who can ill
afford the losses involved. This is particularly true
when applied to the fishing folk in northern regions
who rely so much on their fish exports to maintain
their balance of payments.

The typical Arctic fisherman is among the most
efficient catchers in the world, employing modern
vessels equipped with the most up-to-date gear and

navigational and fish-finding instruments and highly
skilled in their use. Frequently he is to be found in
developing countries, passing on his inbred know¬
ledge to those who are only on the threshold of
establishing their own commercial fisheries. In
processing and marketing too he is up to date and
forward-looking.

But his vulnerability to fish stock and market
depressions is particularly pronounced and these
usually stem from factors over which he has lilt le,
if any, control.

When faced with low yields, he is in much the
same straits as his fellow fishermen everywhere
insofar as this is one of the hazards of his calling in
which it is difficult to decide whether man's depre¬
dations have contributed more than natural inconsist¬

encies and deviations or vice versa. Certainly
where, in the north, a condition of poor catch returns
prevails, it cannot be improved by injections of
increased effort and the lack of alternative employ¬
ment precludes the following of more lucrative
pursuits.

As to depressed markets, whatever the cause
(and this is a matter for continuing investigation by
the Committee for Fisheries) the catcher is again to
a large extent powerless in providing a remedy under
conditions which become more complex as inter¬
national trade expands.

On the other hand, the Arctic countries can take

part in corporate action to correct adverse develop¬
ments. To this end they can make use of their
membership of such bodies as the Commissions
charged with conservation of fish stocks and, on the
marketing side, those concerned wholly or partly in
the removal of impediments to trade.
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WATER

A GROWTH

The increasing rate of industrialisation and urbanisation is producing
a series of relatively new problems for society which arise from the
interplay of these developments with science and technology. The
stream of people coming off the land is causing a continual over¬
loading of all facilities of urban life : houses, hospitals, schools, roads
cannot be built fast enough to meet the demands of new residents
of the cities.

To the sources of personal unhappiness to which these lacks give
rise, must be added the unplanned and undesired fall-out from new
technology to which society is now exposed. In some areas rain
contains acids that affect plant-life; the air has chemicals in it which
may encourage emphysema and chronic bronchitis; water contains
oil slicks, detergent foam and chemicals which kill fish and wild life
that prey on the fish, and can turn rivers, lakes and reservoirs into
unhealthy swamps.

As part of the programme of the OECD Committee for Research Co¬
operation, this last aspect problems of water research has been
under study since 1961; water, both as to quantity and quality, has
become a potential inhibitor of economic growth.

Water pollution was the initial concern of this work, but since 1965
the orientation of OECD work in this respect has evolved : it now

embraces all aspects of research policy and programmes of direct
concern to national water management authorities.

The Water Management Research Group, set up by the Committee
for Research Co-operation in 1967, has now completed its first
report, on which this article is based.

Problems of the provision of
adequate water supplies to the
growing urban regions, and of
prevention of pollution, are now
endemic and worldwide. The

growing demand on local resour¬
ces resulting from agricultural,
industrial and urban development,
have led to the realisation of the

need to plan and manage water
comprehensively as a national or
international resource. The eco¬

nomic investment in water is al¬

ready large, and likely to rise
significantly to support planned
economic developments, and as a
result of the growing public de¬
mand for improved amenities.

The former piecemeal approach
has been replaced by a new ap¬
proach, the most significant fea¬
ture of which is the development of
integrated planning and control of
complete river basins. The con¬
cept of overall systems control is
a relative newcomer to water ma¬

nagement, and research is essen¬
tial to the better understanding of
the contribution of the many fac¬
tors, physical, economic and so¬
cial, to the total system behaviour.
As this study progresses, deficien¬
cies in scientific understanding
become evident.

Up to the time of the establish¬
ment of the Water Management
Research Group (WMRG) the ma¬
nagement research area did not
figure in any existing international
activity, though water is the sub¬
ject of considerable international
activity as regards legislation, po¬
licy, technology and exchange
of research results.

At the start of its work, there¬

fore, the Group consisting of
senior officials concerned with

water policy formulation and re¬
search in progress from 18 coun¬
tries and observers from other in¬

ternational organisations began
with two major lines of investiga¬
tion:

» preliminary exploration in the
problem of integrated river basin
management, carried out by means
of visits to a number of member

countries of the Group;

the drawing up of a short list of
research priorities of wide mutual
interest from among research top¬
ics of high importance to coun¬
tries individually.

Research Priorities

Starting from an original list of
30-40 priority research problems,
and from national replies to a
questionnaire on these problems,
a decision was agreed upon by
the Group on five broad Driority
areas for study and investigation
of needs on an international basis:

water quality management (with
special attention to eutrophication
of lakes and reservoirs, and select¬

ed pollutants);

predictability of industrial water
needs;

documentation and management
information;
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Pollution of the Rhine in the month of June caused massive poisoning of fish.

national programmes of re¬
search;

research on integrated river
basin management.

The first stages of active co¬
operation in research between
countries have been concerned

with the first three of these priori¬
ties; integrated river basin mana¬
gement probably the key research
area, is perhaps the aspect requir¬
ing the most advanced study.

PROGRESS IN WMRG's

WORK

Water Quality Management

Water cannot be absolutely
pure: its natural constituents vary,
and after use the range of sub¬
stances it contains is greatly in¬
creased. The objective is to
provide a satisfactory quality of
water for specific uses: probably

the most exacting one is for drink¬
ing. With the growing interest in
the conservation of natural ame¬

nities there is an additional de¬

mand that their value should not

be arbitrarily destroyed by indus¬
trialisation, urbanisation, and agri¬
cultural practices.

The quality of water impound¬
ments, whether natural or man-

made, is being affected to an in¬
creasing extent by the phenomen¬
on of eutrophication (accelerated
aging leading to excessive algal
growth, water deterioration and
asphyxiation) which is accelerated
by the nutrient materials added to

the water through human activity,
particularly discharge of wastes,
and run-off from fertilised agri¬
cultural land. A survey of research
in progress showed the lack of
knowledge of the effects produced
by different nutrient loads; although
considerable observational data

exist, many are on a non-compar

ative basis, and are not adequate
to predict the development of eu¬
trophication in different environ¬
ments.

As the result of a meeting on
large lakes and impoundments or¬
ganised in Sweden in conjunction
with the Swedish Royal Commis¬
sion on Natural Resources, and

attended by 50 delegates from ten
OECD countries, the WMRG has

agreed that the management of
lakes and reservoirs, as regards
the quality of the water, is a high
priority area for research on the
dynamics of the processes involv¬
ed and on techniques to limit the
nutrient input. The WMRG has
referred to an ad hoc expert meet¬
ing the task of developing research
proposals and presenting recom¬
mendations for international co¬

operation in research on these
problems.

Further studies on water pollu¬
tion, in addition to a number already
carried out under OECD auspices,
are planned to take place during
1969. One of these is the defini¬

tion of a standard analytical test
procedure needed with the legis¬
lation directed towards the elimi¬

nation of the so-called "hard de¬

tergents", which are resistant to
natural processes of purification
or conventional methods of treat¬

ment. This is not only important
to the public in general, but has
a special interest for producers
of detergents who have to satisfy
themselves that their products
meet the varying requirements at
present existing in different coun¬
tries on standards of biodegrad-
ability.

Specific Pollutants in Water

These pollutants, generally
chemical substances such as:

phenols, pesticides, detergents
etc., are particularly harmful to
water quality, even in low concen¬
tration. The effects and possible
dangers of these trace substances
will be studied in relation to the

quality standards for water.

Predictability of industrial
Water Needs

The growing demand for water
by industry, being a measure of
the economic development and
constituting an important propor-
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tion of total demand, will be a

determining factor in investment
and regional development. The
forecasting of total future demand
cannot be realistically assessed
by extrapolation of present usage,
since this demand is sensitive to

different factors such as price of
water (and taxation of waste wa¬
ter) and industrial processes (for
production of 1 ton of steel, the
water consumption varies from
1 to 300 cubic meters according
to the steelworks; the difference

is in fact mainly explained by
cooling and recycling processes).

The Group has decided that
initial study should be focussed
on those industries in which water

consumption is greatest, or result¬
ing pollution most serious, as
being of main significance for
water management. Research in
depth on difficult questions such
as the interaction of the variables

acting on the demand, and the
predictability of the consumer re

sponse, has not been undertaken
before.

A bilateral Anglo-French study,
which experts of other interested
countries will be later invited to

join, is undertaking this task.

Documentation and

Management Information

Some fifteen to thirty thousand
articles on water problems are

published annually, in various lan¬
guages and in several hundred
periodicals. The problems of sel¬
ecting, translating and abstracting
such a mass of documentation are

formidable. For a number of pur¬

poses drafting new legislation,
drawing up working regulations,
the initiation and allocation of

research tasks, appraisal of the
value to water management policy
of the results of research those

responsible foradministration must
inevitably rely on up-to-date and
accurate scientific information.

After a preliminary study aimed
at defining the problems in organis¬
ing an international exchange of
abstracts of articles between exist¬

ing national centres of documen¬
tation, the WMGR is now embark¬

ing on a study to specify clearly
the nature of information required
from a national information system
on water.

National Programmes
of Research

The Group noted that there was
often limited information in the

government of countries concern¬
ing the water research in progress
in the different institutes or labo¬

ratories (entirely or partly financed
with the public funds). This gap
is detrimental to research mana¬

gement on a national and inter¬
national basis as well as to re¬

search co-operation. Attention has
been called to the fact that it is

often more useful to know the

(continued on page 18)

WATER MANAGEMENT AND WATER POLLUTION

Water is relatively abundant in many
of the OECD countries, but the demand

has increased so rapidly (about 5 per
cent per year) that it is often used many
times over by different users from the
time a river starts its course until it

reaches the sea (up to ten times in the
Trent Valley in England). If present trends
continue, the results of this increasing
demand will lead, in the next ten years,

to local crises in water supply in most
OECD countries.

While local crises of supply of many
other goods and services are a regular
part of an economy and may be accepted
as a local inconvenience, a local water

supply crisis is much more serious because
water for drinking is an absolute necessi¬
ty and water requirements for agricul¬
ture and industry are only to a very limit¬
ed extent elastic over the short term.

Furthermore, if a water supply shortage
develops in an area, in contrast to other
shortages which may be quickly correct¬
ed, it may take a number of years to
overcome it in the meantime severely

limiting economic development of the
area, since an adequate supply of water
is a necessary condition for industrial
growth (for example, SE England must
now plan for its water requirements for
the year 2000).

Traditionally, water usage in the OECD
Member countries has been based on

proprietary rights to take and use water,
with a growing complex of restrictions on
the return of water in a polluted state to
the water courses, and a point-by-point
solution to the growing demand of commu

nity supplies to extract water remote
from their own local resources. Generally

speaking, .management ot water resources
has been very much a local responsi¬
bility with appeal to central government
and national political machinery to resolve
major conflicts of interest to satisfy the
growing demands of high density popula¬
tion areas. The deficiencies in this ap¬

proach have, in the last ten years, or in
some cases earlier, been recognised in the
majority of OECD Member countries.
Changes in organisation have taken place,
or are taking place, which recognise the
need to take account of conflicting
demands for water treated as a total nation¬

al resource; a change in administration
which normally has required legislation
permitting both the withdrawal and dis¬
charge to be subject to licensing.

This has not been a rapid change,
since it affects traditional private rights
so fundamentally. The new administrative
approach was launched in the United
States, for example, by the Water Resour¬
ces Planning Act in 1965, which called
for the development of Federal Co-ordinat¬
ing Authorities, in England by the water
Resources Act of 1963; in Sweden by
the formation of the National Swedish

Conservancy Office in 1968. Similar co¬
ordinating functions are being exercised
by the Secrétariat Permanent de l'Eau
in France. These organisational changes
are necessarily adapted to the situation
in each country, and represent often
different approaches to the same problem.
As they develop, there is an increasing
appreciation of our deficiency in the
understanding of the relationship between

the multiple utilisation of water and the
water system as a whole.

The principal issue in water manage¬
ment is how to manage the supply and
quality of water provided to many users
simultaneously, where the consequences
of one use are related to the possibilities
of other uses. Who shall pay what price
for taking water of a certain quality, and
what quality water shall be allowed to
be returned to the system ? With increas¬
ing demand, maintenance of quality is
of critical importance since, with the
exploitation of the readily accessible
sources of water, new supplementary
supply may easily involve large capital
expenditures. This implies the planning
of the use of the water system as a whole
to ensure maximum capability of re-use
and has led to a rapid development of
what is called "integrated river basin
management" in many Member countries
and the clear indication of the need for

this approach if economic development
plans are not to be checked through
local water shortages.

The developing situation calls also
for an ability to plan at international level.
Even with the best available technology

in water treatment, many areas must
depend on the transport of water from
areas of lower demand. In fact all OECD

countries face the need to plan for a high
percentage entrapment and stockage of
the total precipitation, 60 per cent or more,
if low flow conditions in the summer are

not to give rise to serious economic dis¬
location in industry and general loss of
public amenity.
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In many countries efforts are being made by industry to purify water before recirculating

research in progress or planned
than that which is already complet¬
ed. General surveys (directories)
of research on water have been

compiled already in some OECD
countries such as Canada and the

United States, and have proved
to be very useful.

As a first stage of action, the
Group developed an exchange of
information reviewing the existing
information on programmes of re¬
search as well as on the scale of

research expenditure in different
countries. A longer term objective
could be a degree of coordina¬
tion between countries in pre¬
paration of such national surveys
of research within a comparable
frame-work. This will be a first

step towards examining the ma¬
nagement of research, which has

been agreed by the Group as in
itself a main priority topic.

Research on Integrated
River Basin Management

The WMRG has recognised that
integrated basin management, and
the associated planning for the
best use of water resources, are

basic areas for continuing analysis
and research. Different approach¬
es have been developing towards
basin management in different
countries, the accent varying be¬
tween such factors as economics,

agriculture, or industrial interests.
The management of water for a
specific use, such as hydro-electric
power is distinctly different from
the concept of an integrated sys¬
tem for all purposes within a
hydrological area.

The Group is now seeking to
define the technical factors to

which the system is sensitive and
to ascertain the inter-relationship
between those that govern the
situation: already it is clear that
not enough is known about the
influence on managementdecision
and control of pricing policies,
quality reauirements, and the value

to be placed on amenity.

The procedures adopted during
1968 have placed at the disposal
of the Group considerable infor¬
mation which is now in process of
analysis. When this analysis is
completed, the WMRG will be

enabled to select certain specific
research aspects of integrated

river basin management and define
them for more detailed study.

The WMRG has established it¬

self as an effective instrument for

promoting co-operation between

countries on water management
research. In order to avoid over¬

lapping it consults other interna¬
tional organisations consultations
have already been established
with the World Health Organisa¬
tion, the Commission of the Euro¬

pean Communities, the Council

of Europe and the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe

whose competence includes as¬
pects of water problems. Pro¬
cedures have been adopted which
concentrate aspects of the work
in countries best able to deal with

them at each stage, with a report¬
ing procedure to the WMRG to

ensure that all countries are kept
informed of the results of such
studies.

A number of WRMG meetings
are to take place during 1969, at
which the principal subjects of
discussion will be integrated river
basin management and eutrophi-
cation and industrial water pro¬
blems.
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T
HE f 960s have witnessed a welcome, though
still too modest, rise in the flow of aid from

the developed to the developing areas. At the same
time, in part cause and in part effect of the same pro¬
cess, aid programmes have become increasingly institu¬
tionalised. Practically all the developed countries have
set up government departments or agencies to deal with
aid questions, some of them headed by a minister with a
seat in the cabinet. Internationally, the previously exist¬
ing world-wide agencies notably the World Bank
have increased considerably the scope of their activi¬
ties and a number of new ones with a regional vocation
have appeared in Europe, Latin America, Africa and
Asia. Nowadays there is hardly a developing country
that is not the recipient of some capital on concession¬
ary terms, and most are receiving aid from a variety
of sources. And all the major industrial countries are
operating multi-country aid programmes on a world¬
wide basis. It was in such a context that the need came

to be felt by aid-givers and by aid-recipients alike for
a co-ordinated approach to development aid. At the
overall level, the Development Aid Committee of the
OECD, UNCTAD I and II and, shortly, the United
Nations' Second Development Decade, are the major
forums for reaching common objectives and guidelines
for aid policies. At the operational level, where the
specific problems of a particular developing country
have to be considered, solutions have been sought by
setting-up various "consortia", "syndicates" and "con¬
sultative groups". A description of the aims and modus
operandi of these new entities in international affairs
goes beyond the scope of this article(l). But a brief sur¬
vey of how one of them the Turkish Aid Consortium

came into being, how it operates and what it has
achieved may serve to illustrate the salient features of
such operational exercises in aid co-ordination.

Origins

The early 1960s were a turning-point in post-war
thinking and action on development issues. An aid
consortium for India was set up in 1958, followed in
1960 by one for Pakistan. The role of co-ordinator for
these first two consortia was entrusted to the World

Bank. The realisation that the Western European coun¬
tries, grouped since 1 948 in the Organisation for Euro¬
pean Economic Co-operation, as it was then called,
also included countries with severe development prob¬
lems was contemporaneous with the events just de¬
scribed, in particular as far as Turkey was concerned.

Turkey benefitted after the war first from Marshall-
Plan aid to Europe and then from a continuing Ame¬
rican bilateral aid-programme, both economic and
military. During the 1950s, faulty allocation of re¬
sources and inflation led to growing tightness of foreign
exchange and finally, in 1958, to the need for special
assistance from abroad to restore order to the coun¬

try's economic affairs in the framework of a stabilisation
programme. Substantial credits were granted by a num¬
ber of Western European countries and the Unit.d States
as well as by the International Monetary Fund and

the European Payments Union (the forerunner of the
present-day European Monetary Agreement). Shortly
afterwards, some $ 400 million foreign commercial
credits falling due over the next few years were conso¬
lidated under a multilateral commercial credits agree¬
ment. By then, it was becoming apparent that the posi¬
tion of Turkey was very different from that of the over¬
whelming majority of OEEC countries. If present-day
terminology had been current at the time, Turkey
would have been characterised as a low-income develop-

(1) See the Annual Report of the Development Assist¬
ance Committee of the OECD, 1967. Chapter 8, for
a discussion of co-ordinating arrangements in general.

CONSORTIUM ASSISTANCE

TURKEY, 1963-1968

($ million)

TO

Country or
Institution

Type Agree
of ments

aid* signed

Austria 	

Belgium 	

Canada 	

Denmark 	

France 	

Germany 	

Italy 	

fuxembourg 	

Netherlands 	

Norway 	

Sweden 	

Switzerland

United Kingdom .

United States . . .

World Bank

(IBRD/IDA/IFC)

Eur. Inv. Bank . .

European Fund . .

total "."77777777

Unused

Disburse- portion
ments at end

of 1968

1 +2

6.2

9.3

22.7

2.0

49.8

49.8

231.8

43.0

51.4

29.0

10.3

2.3

5.0

8.7

28.1

88.7

15.3

401.4

282.9

112.8

128.3

200.0

B

1.061.9

716.9

1,778.8

5.1

9.3

4.9

1.6

29.2

8.3

230.5

17.2

42.4

18.0

9.5

2.3

3.0

7.7

1.1

81.3

8.7

415.1

256.3

77.1

59.7

200.0

1.1

17.8

0.4

20.6

41.5

1.3

25.8

9.0

11.0

0.8

2.0

1.0

27.0

7.4

6.6

24.4**

186.5**

40.7**

68.6

1,034.0 66.0*

454.3 j 427.5**
1,488.3 493.5**

*1 = Programme aid and debt relief.
2 = Project aid.

** Because of existing pipeline at the end of 1962, C is not equal
>o A-B.
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ing country with a structural imbalance on external
account, an imbalance which was singularly aggravated
by the presence of a heavy foreign debt-service burden.

A diagnosis of the real dimensions of the Turkish
problem did not lead immediately, either in Turkey
or abroad, to a specific strategy for dealing with it.
But, after 1960, the United States did raise substan¬

tially the size of their bilateral aid-programme and Ger¬
many granted one of her first aid credits to Turkey in
1960/61. In Turkey, after 1961, successive govern¬
ments set their faces against inflationary financing of
development, created a new governmental agency the
State Planning Organisation to draft a five-year deve¬
lopment plan and prohibited the contracting abroad of
fresh supplier credits

Backed up by this policy, the government of Turkey
approached its European and North American partners
to explore ways and means of securing soundly based
external financing for the new departure in development
that was thus envisaged. After a period of examination
and discussion the reply was forthcoming in the form
of the resolution of 1 1th July, 1962, of the Council of
the OECD as it had then become setting up a special
working party on the long-term development problems
of Turkey. The working party was to seek ways and
means of mobilising support for the Turkish develop¬
ment plan "including the creation of a consortium as
soon as possible". The Consortium for Turkey met
for the first time in October 1962(1), in the beginning
with nine Member countries of OECD, a number which

rose fairly soon to fourteen (2), plus the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund, the Common
Market and the European Investment Bank, the
last three organisations attending as observers.
Membership of the Consortium remains open
to other countries who may express their desire to join
and their willingness to make regular financial contri¬
butions to assist Turkish development.

This brief historical sketch suggests the following
as prime factors leading to the creation of an aid con¬
sortium for Turkey. The Turkish problem was finally
seen by a sufficient number of OECD countries for
what it is, i. e. a long-haul problem of economic deve¬
lopment. The amount of external financing that was
likely to be needed was more than any one country or
institution could provide. Turkey advanced, as proof
of the seriousness of her intentions, the new economic

policy that had been formulated over the years after
1958 and clearly stated her desire to see her OECD
partners devise such a concerted approach. These fea¬
tures are common more or less to all consortia and

consultative group experiments but, as an examination
of the activities of the Turkish case will show, an aid

consortium is a more highly structured arrangement
than the consultative groups.

Activities

Probably the most enlightening answer to the ques¬
tion "what is an aid consortium ?" is to explain what
it does, or sets out to do. But an attempt at definition

may nevertheless be useful. An aid consortium is, then,
a grouping of countries and aid-granting institutions
who have undertaken to concert their efforts so as to

make available to a developing country, on a continu¬
ing basis, assistance at concessional terms. The words
"concert", "continuing" and "concessional" express the
essence of an aid-consortium exercise.

The Members of the Turkish Consortium concert

when they confide to a single agent in this case the
OECD the task of organising the Consortium; when
they meet periodically to inform themselves about
Turkey's plans, policy intentions, achievements and
needs; when they seek to reach a common understand¬
ing on specific guidelines for their aid policies towards
Turkey.

From the beginning, the management of the Turkish
Consortium was conceived on a small scale and, since

then, it has defied the working of Parkinson's Law in
that today it is still made up only of a Chairman and
Secretary, two administrators and two secretaries. The
Chairman is a full-time independent personality and
is not a Member of the OECD Secretariat. However,

Mr. H. von Mangoldt-Reiboldt, who was chairman
from 1963 to 1967 had been closely associated with the
OEEC since the beginning and had been Chairman of
the European Payments Union and joint author of a
Three Wise Men's report in 1961 that had first propos¬
ed the setting-up a Consortium for Turkey. The pre¬
sent Chairman, Dr Giinther Keiser, played a key role
as Assistant Secretary-General of OECD in the setting-
up of the Consortium before returning to the German
administration from which he retired upon taking up his
present functions in 1967. The Secretary and the staff
of the Consortium are all permanent members of the
OECD Secretariat. The present management contains
a representative spread of the nationalities of the

countries participating in the exercise German, Bri¬
tish, French and Turkish.

As a full-time Member of the OECD, Turkey parti¬
cipates in all the activities of the Organisation as regards
confrontation of economic policies (see inset for the
results of this year's examination) and the more spe¬
cialised activities. Through their common participation
in the work of the committees of the OECD there is

a regular contact between the Members of the Consor¬
tium and Turkey's representatives. Like the other
OECD members, Turkey maintains a permanent nation¬
al delegation in Paris which is also responsible for day-
to-day contacts with the management of the Consortium.

The Consortium meets as a rule three times a year.
The first meeting takes place in December when the
details of Turkey's economic policy for the coming year,
and her estimate of the need for external financing have
been fixed. At that meeting also the management of

(1 ) The same year an aid consortium for Greece was
set up.

(2) Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, the

Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, the United States.
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One of the projects being financed by Members of the Turkish Consortium is the Kebcm Dam and power station on the Euphrates River which involves a
foreign exchange cost of $ 135 million.

the Consortium, following a study visit to Turkey, pre¬
sents an evaluation of the Turkish programme, A dele¬
gation of senior Turkish officials from the various

economic departments attends and participates in the
ensuing discussion. In addition to these reviews of the
annual programme, wide-ranging exchanges of views
took place when the First and Second Five-Year Plans
of Turkey were ready for implementation. These five-
year plans provide a framework for the annual pro¬
grammes, as they are called. But, as in all countries,
the medium-term plans have to be adapted as time goes
by to events and to the changing nature of economic
problems.

Some indications of the likely level of Member
countries' contributions for the coming year may be
given at the December meeting. But for the most part,
this is too early for Member countries who at that time
have not yet completed the preparation of their aid
budgets. So firm promises of aid or "pledges" as they
are called are not made until some two or three

months later, at a further meeting of the Consortium.
Despite best efforts, the aim of completing pledging of
aid before the Spring of each year is not always achiev¬
ed, in which case the Summer meeting of the Consor¬
tium, at which current economic trends and the work¬

ing-out of the policy laid down earlier in the year are
discussed, provides an opportunity to do so. Discussions
between Turkey and Members of the Consortium lead¬
ing to the signature of specific loan agreements are
conducted bilaterally.

By these means the Members of the Consortium
are supplied on a regular basis with systematic analyses
of Turkey's position, prospects and policies. Even the
larger countries, which have expert staff who can devote
time to following events in the countries being assist¬
ed, find this practice a useful one and it is indispen¬
sable for the smaller countries. For Turkey, this
procedure makes for an economy of time and effort
by avoiding unnecessary duplication in presenting her
case to aid-çrantina; countries.

The importance of the personal element in the new
art of "aid diplomacy" which is implied in the work
of a consortium should be stressed. Frequent meetings
and exchanges of views among aid administrators in
the various countries and institutions represented in the
Consortium create a climate of opinion that the reci¬
pient country can benefit from, particularly if its own
representation is able to inspire the confidence and
respect of such administrators whose views are often

decisive when it comes to deciding on aid policy.

From time to time the Consortium uses the proce¬
dure of working groups to deal with special issues,
for example the preparatory work for the 1965-67
debt-relief exercise or discussions on project-aid in
1966. Another formula is the "syndicate" which is
a limited group of interested countries and institutions
which is set up to find ways and means of financing
jointly a particularly large project. Two such syndicates
exist at the present time, in respect of the Keban Dam
being built on the Euphrates River and to finance the
construction of a bridge over the Bosphorus. The
syndicates meet periodically to discuss and reach agree¬
ment on the various financial, legal and technical mat¬
ters that arise in connection with the implementation
of such large, complex investment projects. This
work calls for the expertise that only a specialised
investment bank can provide. In the case of the Keban
Dam the World Bank and the European Investment
Bank shared this work. The agent for the Bosphorus
bridge project is the European Investment Bank.

It is a basic feature of an aid consortium that it

operates on a continuing basis. Once the development
nature of the Turkish balance of payments had been
recognised, a shot-in-the-arm approach to the problem
was precluded by definition. Turkey herself has tend¬
ed to consider that her balance of payments will be
in a viable state during the Third Plan which will cover
the years 1973-77, and the studies made by the Secre¬
tariat of the Consortium certainly do not suggest any
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earlier date. The Members of the Consortium have

accepted this sort of time-horizon, although there
is no binding commitment on any country to remain
in the Consortium during that time. The advantage
for Turkey of this tacit understanding to pursue the
Consortium exercise has been, and continues to be,

substantial. It distinguishes the consortium-type of
exercise from the "consultative groups" whose member¬
ship is more fluctuating.

Continuity in making firm pledges of aid which are
publicly announced is another feature of an aid consor¬
tium and one which does not exist in other looser group¬
ings. Thanks to the annual pledging exercises already
described, a greater degree of regularity in the flow of
resources to Turkey has been secured than would have
been possible otherwise. Such regularity is, of course,
a prerequisite for informed forward planning by the
recipient country. The continuous character of aid
flows has two aspects: providing finance for indispen¬
sable current imports and promoting investment in
real assets. The present structure of Turkey's balance
of payments shows a need for convertible currencies
to pay for current imports and to service foreign
debts in an amount that exceeds current earnings from
exports and invisibles. Unless part of the assistance
provided through the Consortium can be used to
make such payments, industry will lack the raw mate¬
rials and semi-finished goods it needs to fully use
existing capacity. Securing an acceptable volume of
pledges of "programme aid", as it is called, is one of
the main tasks of the annual aid-pledging process.

There remains aid to finance specific investment
projects where the funds made available are disbursed
over a period of years. It might seem at first sight that
the need for regular pledging is less urgent in the case
of project aid. But as it is the intention of the Turkish
authorities, an intention which is in conformity with
the preferences of the main aid-donors, progressively
to switch aid to the financing of projects, it is neces¬
sary for Turkey to build up a "portfolio" of such
projects. To do this, new project loans should, for
some time, exceed the amounts disbursed in respect of
earlier project credits.

The concessional aspect of aid programmes as
regards intererest rates, grace and maturity periods
has been, and continues to be, the object of extensive
debate among developed countries themselves and
between the latter and the developing countries. The
Development Aid Committee of the OECD has pro¬
posed as a target which aid-giving countries should
strive to reach sets of aid terms that are equi¬
valent to at least a 61 per cent "grant element "(1).
This year, six Member countries(2) of the Turkish
Consortium reached or exceeded this target, which
is a notable improvement compared with 1963
when only one country, the United States, was
offering a grant element higher than 6 1 per cent. The
average "grant element" for all loans and grants in
1 967 the latest year for which comparable data are
available was 63 per cent which was a lower figure
than in the case of India (72 per cent), which is, of

Irrigation of land around Adana, a project that has received support from
the World Bank, has made possible a large increase in the acreage devoted

to cotton which is now Turkey's largest single export.

course, a much poorer country than Turkey, but higher
than such countries as Pakistan (5 1 per cent), Indonesia
(56 per cent), Tunisia (52 per cent) and Greece (15 per
cent). The consensus of opinion among Members
is that Turkey's balance of payments position and
prospects, taking into account the burden of servicing
foreign debt, justify the softest credit terms possible
and in general countries now extend to Turkey the
most favourable treatment their legislation permits.

Achievements

The aim of an aid consortium is ultimately to make
itself superfluous because the country in receipt of
assistance can begin to fend for itself; in other words,
it has established a viable balance of payments structure.
This is one point upon which aid recipients and donors
alike can agree, the former because, other things
being equal, governments would presumably prefer
not to have to solicit loans on concessional terms; the

latter because in the present state of international aid
policies there are always more eligible claimants than
there are funds to allocate to soft loans.

An assessment of the progress of the Turkish
economy since the Consortium exercise began would go
beyond the scope of this article (3) and a few examples
must suffice. The years since 1963 have witnessed
the most rapid and sustained period of growth of GNP
in the history of the Republic, of the order of 6.5 per
cent a year which, of course, is much less per head
(under 4 per cent) once the rapid growth of population
is allowed for. Investment as a share of GNP has

(1) For an explanation of the term "grant element"
the reader is referred to the 1968 Report by the Chair¬
man of the Development Aid Committee of the OECD,
Annex If.

(2) Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, United
Kingdom, United States.

(3) The reader is referred to the two most recent sur¬
veys of Turkey published in the series OECD Econo¬
mic Surveys in July 1968 and July 1969 (See inset).
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been pushed up to 21 per cent whereas it was only
14 per cent during the period 1959-62. Domestic
savings finance over 90 per cent of this total compared
with 85 per cent from 1959 to 1962. Consolidated
budget revenues were 13 per cent of GNP in the late
1950s. They are now 18 per cent. Exports (plus
tourism and emigrant receipts (1) financed just under
70 per cent of imports in the years 1959-62 and 78 per
cent from 1963 to 1967. New, diversified industrial

structures are emerging as a result of the boom in
recent years in private entrepreneurship. Agriculture
is now feeling the impact of the introduction of increas¬
ed fertiliser use, improved water availabilities and new
hybrid seeds.

The next stage of Turkey's development raises new
problems whose main points of focus will be improv¬
ing the efficiency with which available resources,
including receipts of concessional aid, are used and
boosting Turkey's own earnings of foreign exchange
so as to catch up with the level of performance in this
respect of other countries around the Mediterranean.

The measure of Turkey's success in respect of these two

aims of policy will be the determining factor decid¬
ing how soon the goal of external viability will be
reached.

The total amount of aid agreed to in the framework
of the Consortium during the period 1963-68 was $1.8
billion and $1.5 billion were disbursed. Taking account
of some $200 million of aid that were "in the pipeline"
when the Consortium began to function in 1963, the
amount of undisbursed assistance on 31st December,

1968 was nearly $500 million, over $400 million in
the form of project aid (2). This sum represents a
reserve of foreign currency upon which Turkey will
be drawing over the next few years as investment pro-

(continued on page 26)

(J ) There are at present nearly 200,000 Turkish nation¬
als working abroad, for the most part in Germany,
who send most of their savings back to Turkey

(2) These figures exclude project aid being supplied
from non-Consortium sources, notably the USSR where
a framework agreement for a total of $200 million
has been signed.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE OECD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

AND REVIEW COMMITTEE

Some of the problems facing Turkish policy
makers in the years to come are spelled out in a
review of the Turkish economy in 1969 carried
out by OECD's Economic Development and
Review Committee; the following are the Com¬
mittee's conclusions.

It is the essence of good economic policy¬
making to ensure that targets, and the policies
designed to achieve them, are kept under con¬
tinuous review. A vital element in this process
is the feed-back from experience gained in the
past. In broad terms it may be said that events
during the present decade have confirmed the
presence in Turkey of a dynamic favourable to
development which has now been sufficiently arous¬
ed to constitute a reatively independent force in
the economy. This is true whether one considers
the striking boom in private industry in the main
urban centres or trends in the agricultural sector.
In terms of the attitudes and aspirations of the
population and of the structures of production,
Turkey is today a different sort of economy from
the one that prevailed as recently as a decade
ago. It is natural and desirable that goverment
policy should adapt itself to the changed circum¬
stances so as to facilitate the continued develop¬
ment of the economy.

The immediate future tasks of the Turkish au¬
thorities in the field of economic policy may be
summarised under three headings.

a) Firstly, there is a need to consolidate some of
the gains of the last few years:

To the extent that, for various reasons, many
investment schemes that it was planned to begin
during the First Five-Year Plan got started only
during the last three years, there is at present a
certain bunching of investment in the public sector
that needs to be digested. To do this means that,
for the time being, new projects in the public
sector must be subjected to careful scrutiny to
ensure that only those with an early return or
which are indispensable as a foundation for the
continued growth of output during the 1970's are
approved;

The aim of policy this year, to secure a balan¬
ced budget without net recourse, except for seasonal
purposes, to the Central Bank is clearly appropriate
in present circumstances and should be pursued
energetically;

The budget has become overburdened in re¬
cent years with a number of support schemes and
transfer items in the general and annexed budgets
whose contribution to economic and social develop¬
ment is dubious or nil. The urgent need to
sharpen the impact of the budget as an instrument
of economic development and demand-management
policy calls for a thorough scrutiny of such items
of expenditure so as to free resources for purposes
with a higher priority. In this regard the work

being done to introduce programme budget tech¬
niques provides a useful starting point;

The aim of the Turkish authorities is quite
properly to avoid as far as possible applying un¬
necessary checks to the further growth and diver¬
sification of productive activities in the private
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sector. There exist now a number of incentives

monetary and fiscal in particular to which
private entrepreneurs are responding favourably.
Through its powers to grant, or to refuse, access
to such incentives the Government can exert a

powerful influence over the course of industrial
development. It would appear an appropriate
time, now that a "take-off" in the field of private
manufacturing industry has begun to manifest
itself, to envisage a co-ordinated policy for industry
based on the most promising lines of develop¬
ment. These lines would include in priority boost¬
ing exports and meeting successfully more com¬
petition from imports. Such a policy would
naturally encompass, in addition to the existing

incentives, ways of introducing technical "know-
how" and modern managerial techniques and
effective sales methods, and of improving training
facilities for staff and manual workers.
b) Secondly, a certain redeployment of resources
is indicated:

The more selective approach to the investment
programmes of the public sector that was announ¬

ced in the 1969 Annual Programme provides a
basis for such a redeployment. Thus new man¬
ufacturing projects could most appropriately be
reserved, in principle, for the private sector. In¬
frastructure investments need to be scrutinised

with care over the next few years. The railway
network is uneconomic on some lines and there

is excess staff that could be moved elsewhere, to
the new port facilities for example. A similar
redeployment of part of the labour force in the
coalmines will probably be needed also;

In agriculture, shifting production away from
sugar beet and tobacco to livestock, fodder, fresh
fruit and vegetables should absorb from now on a
growing share of resources. These lines would have

the advantage of being strongly export-oriented;
The same is true of the development of Tur¬

key's natural resources in mining copper and

other minerals and forestry which are only now
beginning to receive the priority treatment they
merit.

c) Thirdly, a number of basic policy measures are
called for to improve the efficiency with which
economic resources are allocated.

As to fiscal policy the conclusion appears
inescapable that a shift in the centre of gravity of
the Turkish fiscal system from indirect taxation,
and in particular taxation of imports, towards
taxation of domestic production and incomes is

required. The developmental as well as the short-
term demand management aspects of budgetary
and fiscal policy would benefit from such a change;

Monetary and credit mechanisms are becom¬
ing increasingly important for the efficient collect¬
ion of savings and their channelling to those best

able to make use of them. The changes introduc

ed recently as regards credits for exporters and the
encouragement of more medium-term credit grant¬

ing by the commercial banks are steps in the right
direction. The new law on the Central Bank,

which can hopefully be expected to come into
force before the end of the present year, will be
an important contribution to the modernisation

of Turkey's monetary policy instruments. The
organisation of a capital market and the encoura¬
gement of new forms of contractual savings will
also be on the future agenda of economic policy¬
makers;

Some aspects of the problem of the State En¬
terprises were studied in depth by the reorganisa¬
tion committee whose report contains many spe¬
cific suggestions for reform and the introduction

of new methods. There remains the stage of
application of these recommendations which seems
to have got off to a slow start. Policies towards
the three main deficit enterprises the railways,
coalmines and sugar industry have already
been noted. In addition, it may be that a new
institutional set-up for the State Enterprises that
would be more conducive than the present one

to improved efficiency by giving managers more
real freedom to conduct day-to-day affairs will be
required;

The best hope for creating a viable economy
in Turkey during the 1970's lies in an increasing
integration with the outside world. The treaty of
association with the Common Market offers one
way of opening the economy to the outside, the
costs and benefits of which cannot be measured
solely in terms of hypothetical repercussions of
tariff and quota changes either on Turkey's export
or import trade. Also Turkey is seeking to expand
her economic relations with her immediate neigh¬
bours in the Middle East where new opportunities

for Turkish exports undoubtedly exist. For pro¬
ducers really to become export-minded, the help
of the Government will be needed, firstly to provide
a suitable climate in which exporting becomes a
profitable activity, secondly, to assist Turkish

exporters with the usual range of ancillary services
from which their counterparts abroad benefit
already;

Tourism is beginning to show results in terms
of numbers of foreign visitors but the net foreign
exchange procured for the official reserves is still
negligible. Turkey is the only OECD country
with a Mediterranean coastline to be in such a

position. More energetic measures to collect the

foreign currencies exchanged by tourists would be
possible. More generally, a better articulated
policy for the development of the tourist coastal
areas is needed as a matter of urgency to prevent

the further spread of haphazard schemes which are
already threatening the natural beauty of some
areas.
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Another major project, financed in this case by Members of the Consortium plus Japan, includes a bridge over the Bosphorus, which will link European and
Asian Turkey for the first time, and a smaller bridge over the Golden Horn; the two will be connected by a highway which skirts the most heavily built-up

areas of Istanbul and Uskiidar.

jects at present underway are completed. Meanwhile,
the project aid pipeline will be replenished by new
agreements as they are signed.

The level of disbursements of project aid has been
rising sharply since 1966 as a number of projects
planned for earlier years at last entered an active phase
of implementation, from $60 million in 1966 to $124
million in 1968 and probably at least $150 million this
year. It seems that new projects for an amount of
some $200 million will be agreed to this year(l). As
this figure exceeds the likely level of disbursements.
the pipeline of project aid will increase by an amount
equal to the difference between the two.

Bilateral programme aid and debt relief disburse¬
ments (2) were $85 million in 1968. This year pledges
to provide this form of aid will probably reach some
$100 million. In addition, in both years Turkey receiv¬
ed credits from the International Monetary Fund
and the European Fund. The above amounts are
large but they are gross of repayments of debt by
Turkey, which were $91 million in 1968 for example.

It would be surprising, and a unique example in
aid policies, if the performance of the Consortium,
measured in terms of the concessional aid that has

been marshalled, came up exactly to Turkey's own
estimate of her needs. The existence of the Consor¬

tium does not and cannot imply a binding advance
commitment on the Member countries and organisa¬
tions to provide a stated amount of concessional aid
either each year or, still less, over a longer period.
Countries with aid programmes have multiple claims
on their resources domestic as well as international

that can change rapidly. Although there are wel¬
come signs in some countries of an awareness of the
need to plan aid programmes some years ahead, and
to protect aid budgets from the vagaries of economic
events and policies, planning a global level of aid is
not the same thing as earmarking specific amounts
for individual recipients. At present, Turkey retains
her entire freedom of action to decide on economic-

policy, on the aid she will accept and on the uses to
which such aid will be put. For anything like a bind¬
ing commitment to supply a level of aid that was fixed
in advance to exist, Turkey herself would clearly have
to be prepared to co-ordinate her economic policy and
plans so as to reach agreed targets. There are no
signs that either Turkey or the Members of the Consor¬
tium desire to carry their mutual commitments to such
a point.

There remains the forum of the Consortium, with

an institutional structure that provides certain guaran¬
ties of performance and continuity in aid flows as the
preceding paragraphs have attempted to show. In an
imperfect world this is not a negligible accomplishment.

(J) Including $30 million for the Bosphorus Bridge
project pledged by Japan which, although a Member
of the Development Aid Committee of the OECD, has
not previously participated in a joint exercise with
the Consortium.

(2) Debt relief takes three forms: postponement or
refinancing of debts falling due for repayment and
additional programme aid in lieu of debt relief.
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SCIENCE POLICY
IN ITALY

Until the beginning of the 1 960's Italy had concentrated all its energies on such urgent problems as
reconstruction, the adaptation of its economy to entry into the Common Market and the development
of the Mezzogiorno. It has only recently come to appreciate the importance of scientific and technical
research in the fulfilment of the Government's economic and social objectives. Research and develop¬
ment are therefore undergoing the kind of mutation which is a feature of rapidly expanding countries.
In the framework of the national science policy reviews the OECD's Science Policy Committee instruct¬
ed examiners from three countries (Belgium, the United States and France) to clarify the present situa¬
tion in Italy (\), Their report, together with a Background Report prepared by the OECD Secretariat,
has just been published. The following article gives details of some of the research carried out in
the public sector, to which the Italian authorities have so far devoted their principal efforts.

(1) Professor Harvey Brooks, Dean of Engineering and Applied Physics, Harvard University, former member of the President's Science
Advisory Committee, United States; Professor Guy Ourisson, Professeur à la Faculté des Sciences de Strasbourg, former member of the
Comité Consultatif à la Recherche Scientifique et Technique, France; Doctor Jacques Spaey, Secrétaire Général du Conseil National de
la Politique Scientifique, Belgium.

Italy's per capita expenditure on research and deve¬

lopment in 1964 amounted to S6.8 compared
with $27 in France, #39.8 in the United Kingdom and
$110.5 in the United States. Expenditure on research
in 1967 still accounted for only 0.8 per cent of GNP
(chart 1) compared with 2 per cent in France (1965),
2.3 per cent in the United Kingdom (1965) and 3.4 per
cent in the United States (1964).

Public expenditure on research almost trebled be¬

tween 1 963 and 1 967, rising from L 66.5 to 1 81 .6 thousand
million. The Government's share in the total research

effort has also increased, accounting for 48.3 per cent
in 1967 compared with 27 per cent in 1963. Measures
now being considered or about to be taken show that

the Government has decided to intensify its efforts and
set up the necessary structures. Between 1966 and
1970 appropriations for research carried out in national
institutions should rise from L 1 23.5 thousand million to

L 207.7 thousand million, representing an increase of
68 per cent over five years. The organisation of scienti¬
fic research in Italy is at present in a transitional phase
pending the reforms which will rationalise it and at the

same time allow a genuine science policy to emerge.

About 90 per cent of public expenditure on research

in 1965 went to fundamental and applied research,
compared with 10 per cent to development. Most of
the fundamental research in Italy, that is to say 90 per cent
(Table 1 ) is financed by the State and is generally cen¬
tred on a few key disciplines such as physical science and
biology. Applied research and development are mostly
concerned with nuclear energy and space, which alone

accounted for about 31.2 per cent of total public research
in 1967. Human sciences only represented 10.9 per
cent of the total and biological and medical science
1 2.4 per cent.

The public research effort has three main sponsors
(Table 2) : the universities, which come under the Minis¬

try of Education, the National Research Council (CNR)
and the National Council for Nuclear Energy (CNEN).
These three bodies spend between them about 69 per
cent of total public expenditure on research and 86.5

per cent of public expenditure within the country.

The Universities

More research is undertaken in the universities than

elsewhere since the scientific institutes attached to them

form the basic infrastructure of public research in Italy.
They are not subject to detailed regulations. The sta¬
tutes and rules governing them date from a period when
research was regarded as a complement to teaching.
Although there have been lively discussions in Parliament

as well as in the scientific research community, no legal
measures have been taken to reorganise this vital sector.

The present statutes determine the number of Faculties,

set the basic disciplines and the rules for the degree
examinations (" laurea "). They provide for several types
of institute where research can be undertaken. Each

institute is directed by the holder of a Chair (" di ruolo ")
who deals with the administration and supervises the
scientific work, but the institutes are not incorporated
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1. RESEARCH EXPENDITURE BY SECTOR AND TYPE OF RESEARCH

(in million lire)

Sector

Public sector

Public authorities .

CNR and CNEN .

Universities 	

Other public
establishments .

Private sector. . . .

State-subsidised

enterprises ....
Private enterprises

TOTAL	

Fundamental

1963

29,496

2,582

8,536

15,714

2,664

5,497

5,497

34,993

1965

39,042

3,585

15,203

15,900

4,354

4,715

4,715

43,757

Type of research

Applied

1963

22,784

3,408

4,920

10,335

4,121

49,967

5,641

44,326

72,751

1965

42,563

Development

3,784

16,303

13,147

9,329

54,005

13,354

40,651

96,568

1963

17,121

1,801

14,757

303

260

58,306

9,976

48,330

75,427

1965

8,838

1,397

7,100
227

114

72,006

10,278

61,728

Total

1963

69,401

7,791

28,213

26,352

7,045

Tl3,770

15,617

98,153

1965

90,443

8,766

38,606

29,274

13,797

130,726

23,632

107,094

80,844 183,171 221,169

Source : ISTAT, La Spesa per la Ricerca Scientifica in Italia negli Anni 1963 e 1965, Rome, 1968.

2. ALLOCATIONS FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL RESEARCH

(in million lire)

Agency 1965 /o

Ministry of Education

CNR	

CNEN 	

32,191

23,500

25,000

27.59

20.14

21.43

1966

39,268

23,500

26,000

%

28/16

16.85

18.65

1967

56,586

32,402

35,883

31.16

17.84

19.76

Other Ministries (1 )	 14,035
897

7,622

625

11.77 17,016

934

8,547

1,324

12.20 19,473

1,100

9,038

2,236

10.72

TOTAL in Italy	 94,726 80.93 105,784 75.86 144,344 79.48

Contributions to international organisations .... 22,250 19.07 33,666 (2) 24.14 37,273 20.52

GRAND TOTAL	 116,976 100 139,450 100 181,617 100

Source; CNR, Relazione Generate sullo Stato delta Ricerca Scientifica e Technologica in Italia 1966, Rome, September 1966 and 1967.

(1) Including research expenditure by ENEL estimated at L 2,327 million for 1965 and L 4,450 for 1966.
(2) Less L 5.2 thousand million assuming an average contribution of L 5.5 thousand million to ELDO.

and have no financial autonomy. In these circumstances,

the director has no authority to develop his research
centre himself; he has too few research workers on his

staff and even fewer technicians and junior staff.

The scientific administration of the institutes raises

two kinds of problems. The institute may be attached
to a Chair and directed by the professor who holds that
Chair, in which case the direction of the institute is made

easier; but the means he has at his disposal are too limit¬

ed for him to undertake major research.

Alternatively, the institute may come under several
Chairs in similar or complementary subjects and may
have adequate resources in material and personnel; but
then the coordination of the work of the different profes¬
sors concerned with the activities is difficult since the

director has no hierarchical authority over his colleagues.

There were 1,839 scientific institutes attached to the

universities in 1958, rising to 2,144 in 1967, although the
number of Faculties remained more or less the same

(202 and 223). Of these institutes 878 were dependent
on 93 scientific and technical Faculties, 610 on 23 Facul¬

ties of Médecine and surgery and 61 5 under the 1 00 Facul¬
ties of economics and human sciences. The experts'

view is that the number is excessive and results in dupli¬
cation. Several of the sectors teaching the same subject
have their own institutes and sometimes there are more

institutes than professors.

Little attempt has been made to develop co-operation
between the universities and industry. For instance,

only 1.7 per cent of research expenditure on higher edu¬
cation was financed by business firms. But sometimes

co-operation of this kind shows positive results, as, for
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example, when the Montecatini Company and Milan
Polytechnic Faculty together perfected a new plastic
called " Moplen " which can be used for numerous pur¬

poses in industry.

The amount needed by the University each year to

provide sufficient means for research connected with
teaching was estimated in 1966 at L 24.5 thousand mil¬
lion but the actual amount allocated in 1967 was only

L17.8 thousand million. Although there has been an
improvemant (L4 thousand million annually), the Minis¬
try of Education grants are considered to be inadequate
and the financing of university research is supplemented

directly or indirectly by the National Research Council.

The CNR

The National Research Council (CNR) was reorganis¬
ed by the Act of 2nd March, 1963 (No. 283) and :

provides for the installation and conversion of scientific

laboratories and finances them so far as its budget allows

with the help of other administrations;

carries out and finances research work of national

importance;

assists the scientific institutes, students and research

workers by awarding grants, scholarships and prizes;

collects bibliographic and documentary matter and any
publications needed;

in conjunction with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
ensures Italy's participation in international scientific and
technical organisations;

in agreement with the administrations concerned pro¬

vides official standards for the acceptance and standard¬
isation of scientific and technical equipment and for

carrying out the necessary installations;

submits for approval by the President of the Ministerial

Council working rules for its own agencies, rules for the
setting up and the functioning of its institutes, laborato¬
ries and other research organisations and its own working
code.

The CNR undertakes direct research in three kinds of

agency, namely :

Institutes which are completely dependent (the CNR
owns their premises and is directly responsible for their

staff, etc.) ; Laboratories which generally bring together
research workers engaged on inter-disciplinary work and
are constituted in the framework of the universities (there
are different statutes for the staff, i.e. academic, CNR and

contract) and the study centres which the CNR can set
up at a university of public establishment or even a business
firm.

The CNEN

The National Council for Nuclear Energy (CNEN)

has several functions such as conducting and promoting
studies and experiments in the nuclear and radioactive-

material field, exercising scientific and technical super¬
vision over the related activities; controlling nuclear
safety and health protection against ionising radiations,
promoting the training of experts and developing inter¬
national co-operation in the nuclear field.

The CNEN is able to financejand subsidise the univer¬
sity institutes and other public institutes for study and

research under predetermined programmes. It has a

five-year budget (1965-1969) of L 1 50 thousand mil¬
lion phased to synchronise with the National Economic

Plan. In 1967 this budget accounted for 19.76 per cent
of total public expenditure on research.

Unlike similar bodies in other countries the CNEN

generally devotes most of its resources to fundamental
research at its own Centre at Frascati or through the
National Institute of Nuclear Physics.

But the CNEN also undertakes guided basic research,
which is generally inter-disciplinary research affecting
such different sectors as radio-biology, reactor physics

and fusion metallurgy, etc. Some of this research is
carried out by CNEN staff at its centres under contracts
concluded in particular with EURATOM. This basic

research should make it possible for the CNEN to provide
Italian industry with technical assistance and technology
(electronics, nuclear fuel, automation and servo-mecha¬
nisms and metallurgy, etc.).

Since the end of 1965 the CNEN has devoted most

of its basic research activities to the " major program¬
mes " which are the third aspect of its research. These

are strictly programmed research projects directed along
two main lines; the construction of a fog-cooled reactor

(CIRENE) in co-operation with the National Electricity
Board (ENEL) and a fast reactor; there are also three
other lines of research (the plutonium programme and
the construction of two plants for processing irradiated

fuel).

International Co-operation

Contributions to international scientific organisations

play a greater role in the research effort of the Italian
Government than in that of the other OECD countries,

accounting for 20.52 per cent in 1967 compared with
an average of 11 per cent in Germany, France and the
United Kingdom. It represents more than the allocations
to CNEN or even to the CNR which is responsible for

promoting and co-ordinating Italian scientific research
as a whole. It equals roughly 66 per cent of Ministry

of Education expenditure.

Apart from the inadequacy of Italy's science budget,
the experts consider that this " disequilibrium " is due to
lack of coordination of the various bodies which have to

decide on Italy's participation and to the absence of any
precise definition of official policy based on criteria of
scientific efficacy.

More than 90 per cent of the resources assigned to
international research are devoted to nuclear and space

research, through the European Atomic Energy Commu¬
nity (EURATOM) for nuclear research, the European
Launcher Development Organisation (ELDO), the Euro¬
pean Space Research Organisation (ESRO) for space,
the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN)
and the International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA)

for high energy physics. Up to 1967 nearly all space
research was conducted through ELDO and ESRO,
whereas nuclear research carried out through EURATOM,
CERN and IAEA accounted for 58.4 per cent of the total

public expenditure on this field of research in Italy in
1967.

In view of the relative size of these contributions, the

Italian authorities would like to see the definition of specific
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The satellite for the ELDO Europa I rocket has been developed by
Italy. Contributions to international scientific organisations bulk
larger in the Italian research effort than in that of other Member

countries.

programmes of common interest or even the review of

current programmes, particularly in nuclear research where
the countries concerned have not yet succeeded in draw¬

ing up a European policy.

There is also bilateral co-operation between the United

States and Italy. United States subsidies to Italian re

search are low, amounting to L 1 .7 thousand million in
1967, but Italy is one of the European countries to bene¬
fit the most from United States loans, coming before
Germany, and France, but after the United Kingdom.
Most of the subsidies are allocated by the Defence
Department, and the Atomic Energy Commission also
makes a contribution. The major fields affected are as
follows :

co-operation in work in various fields of basic applied
physics with activities concentrated on a number of elec¬

tronic and solid state physics laboratories;

collaboration in the work of the linear accelerator at

the Frascati national laboratories;

advanced training in biology, and regular contacts
between the University of Berkeley and the Naples Inter¬
national Laboratory of Genetics and Biophysics;

joint research in magnetic resonance and nuclear
polarisation.

Projected Reforms

The organisation of research in Italy which is partly
based on tradition is in the process of change. Plans
for reform, which themselves have been changed fre¬
quently, have been put forward on several occasions.

As in most countries the education system has been blam¬
ed since it cannot provide the research workers needed

because of the progress of scientific knowledge and
techniques.

" The difficulty in a reform of this kind ", said Professor

Vincenzo Caglioti, Chairman of the National Research

Council, "flows from a fairly natural tendency which
is traditional with us to try to solve all problems at the same

time and to look for the answer to an individual problem

in the context of a whole series of very vast problems...
With a view to university reform the Government

introduced a first set of measures covering the whole of
university teaching. It was therefore difficult to reach

agreement among the different parties. "

A Bill (No. 2314) on the reform of the university sys¬
tem contains provisions on scientific institutes and depart¬
ments. The scientific institutes planned under this Bill
would group together several identical or similar curricula
so that there would be better co-ordination of research

and teaching.

Since this overall reform project had not been agreed,
the Government adopted a new and more practical
approach, proposing a series of limited measures to solve

immediate problems and to renew the university structures
and make them more autonomous.

Each institute would be directed for two years by the
holder of a Chair appointed by the Rector of the univer¬
sity on the proposal of the Board of Governors of the

Institute (consisting of professors and a representative

of the assistants). The necessary working rules for
these institutes would be drafted by the university autho¬
rities themselves.

The creation of departments (an innovation called for
by numerous members of the Italian university community)
would co-ordinate the activities of several institutes or

several Chairs (possibly belonging to several Faculties)
which would undertake complementary research. The

department would permit the pooling of costly scientific
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1 - AGGREGATE RESEARCH EXPENDITURE 1965, 1966 AND 1967

CURRENT PRICES (million lire
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Public sector (a)

Public expenditure for
scientific and technical

research within Italy . .

Expenditure on partici¬
pation in international
bodies	

94,833

22,250

144,344

37,273

1965 1966 1967

1965 1966 1967

Enterprise sector

State-subsidised

enterprises . . .

36.337(a)

25,583 (a)

23,632 (b)

Private enterprises

142.900 (c)
157,800 (c)

1965 1966 1967

GNP at market prices
(thousand million lire)

35,440 38,222 41,601

Sources : (a) CNR, Relazlone generate sullo stato delta Ricerca scientifica e tecnologica In Italia, 1956,
Rome, September 1966.

CNR, Relazlone generate sullo stato delta Ricerca scientifica e tecnologica in Italia, 1967,
Rome, September l')67.

(b) /STAT, la spesa p.rla ricerca scientifica in Italia negli anni 1963 e 1965, Rome, 1968.
(c) Cofindustria, la spesa per la ricerca scientifica nelle impese industriali private, 1965-1967.

equipment, central services and libraries and would

co-ordinate the scientific work within its domain, admi¬

nister the facilities and staff assigned to it and make
research agreements. Each department would be direct¬

ed by a Faculty professor nominated for two years by
the Rector on the proposal of the Board of the Department.
It would award the " research doctorate " diplomas which
it is planned to introduce.

The experts believe that the adoption of this limited
reform would greatly improve the status of research in the
universities by bringing into general use the practice
already followed in the most advanced sectors of academic

research (especially in physics) and that it would also
facilitate the harmonisation of curricula and the co¬

ordination of research, while cutting down duplication.

The National Research Centre is making an effort along
these lines but the experts consider that the best results

have come from the National Institute of Nuclear Physics.
This Institute is divided into nine sections and brings
together all the research workers in the same field. It is

allocated credits by the CNR and the CNEN and effectively
co-ordinates the research undertaken in the different

Institutes of Physics.

After the OECD examiners' visit to Italy, the Italian
Parliament approved a Bill setting up the University of
Calabria. The structure of this University will be quite
different from the traditional structures in Italian universi¬

ties and will provide new degree courses (laurea) more
suited to the present needs of the country. The success
of this venture will depend on the extent of autonomy it
will be given. An effort by the Government to make

universities more autonomous might solve the problem
of the research doctorate and incidentally the introduction
of new educational levels.

The introduction of several degree levels (the num¬
ber would vary according to the different Faculties)
would meet the need to reform the rigid procedures for
awarding diplomas which neither respond to the needs
of the professions nor those of research.

It would also make it easier for young people to choose
a career suited to their natural aptitudes. This is an

advantage which is particularly important in a society
where the opportunities offered to the individual are
increasing at the same time as the risks of frustration and
inadaptation.
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CURRENT PROBLEMS

During iç68 and içôç the perfor?nance ofthe Japanese economy has been remarkable. Not
only has growth been stronger than in anypreceeding period, but at the same time the balance
ofpayments situation has improved. Thus relievedfor the foreseeablefuture oftheproblems
involved in protecting a low level of reserves, the Japanese authorities have apromising new
framework for future actions. However, OECD's Economic and Development Review
Committee points out in its recently published içôç economic survey of Japan, the new
situation willpose its own problems.

The business upswing which has been under¬
way in Japan since 1966 has exceeded in
duration and strength any of its post-war
predecessors. Japan has become the

world's third largest industrial nation after the United
States and the USSR and ranks fifth in the list of

world trading countries.

In the earlier period of the current upswing, the
external account followed a well-known pattern : once
the boom had been firmly established (in the middle
of 1966) the balance of payments began to deteriorate
steadily, prompting the authorities to resort to re¬
strictive measures in the summer of 1967. After the

usual delay of several months, economic activity
started levelling off, with the balance of payments
improving sharply. But in contrast to previous
adjustment periods, the weakening of the boom
proved short-lived. The economy resumed a vigor¬
ous upward trend in the second quarter of 1968,
entering its fourth consecutive year of rapid expan¬
sion in late 1968. Last year's growth of real GXP
outpaced the 13 per cent rate registered in 1967 and
a further increase of 10 to 12 per cent is expected for
1969.

In spite of these sustained boom conditions, the
basic external accounts (goods and services plus long-
term capital) yielded record surpluses in the first six
months of 1969, and official foreign exchange reserv¬
es rose sharply from a previous low of §1.9 billion in
April 1968 to exceed the $3 billion mark. This result¬
ed not only from a record current account surplus
which, though it is expected to diminish over the year
ahead, seems likely to remain substantial, but also
from an improvement in the long-term capital
account.

This spectacular strengthening of the external
position under continued boom conditions has taken
many Japanese and outside observers by surprise.
It had been a regular feature of Japanese post-war
history that every two to three years the economy had
to be submitted to a cooling-off period after the
expansion had run into balance of payments diffi¬
culties. It was generally felt that the balance of
payments would remain in a rather delicate situation
as long as the economy was growing between two
and three times as fast as those of other industrialised

countries. This impression had been supported by
the persistently low level of external reserves.

OECD's survey examines to what extent the radi¬
cal change in Japan's balance of payments may mark

a lasting departure from the previous pattern of deve¬
lopments, a question which is considered to be of basic
importance for the future course of policy and for
Japan's international economic relations. Although
the change is of relatively recent origin it is only
1 1 /2 years since Japan was in an apparently serious
external payments situation -- " the evidence seems
rather strong that the improvement is largely of a
more permanent character ", the survey concludes,
adding that any assessment of balance of payments
prospects requires great caution.

Is the Surplus a Temporary
Phenomenon ?

Special factors have played a role in producing the
sharp swing during the last balance of payments cycle,
but they seem to have been rather more important in
boosting the deficit of 1967 than in inflating the sur¬
plus of 1968 and early 1969. In quantitative terms a
sharp acceleration of exports has been the main rea¬
son for the recent considerable increase of the current

surplus, but these had fallen, in 1967, well below their
previous trend of growth, (largely because of weak
world demand) and have only recently returned to it.
OECD's Economic Development and Review Com¬
mittee finds the reason for the spectacular improve¬
ment in the current balance largely on the import
side : the fall of imports in 1968-69 was below trend
lines, and there seems to be evidence that this decline

is not a temporary phenomenon but the result of a
structural change in production towards less material-
intensive and hence less import-dependent branches of
industry. The main " import saving " was concen¬
trated on raw materials and semi-manufactures, which

represent 70 per cent of total imports). If the struc¬
tural shifts in the pattern of production are not
reversed, it would appear that the level of these
imports had been permanently reduced and that the
marginal propensity to import in response to changes
in the level of production may not recover to
previous rales. The survey qualifies this judgment
by noting the possibility that other imports of high-
income food, for example, or finished consumer goods
other than food, which now amount to only 2.3 per
cent of total imports may accelerate.

Some decline of relative import dependence also
became manifest in services. The deficit on invisi¬

bles which had trebled between 1961 and 1967 rose

relatively little in 1968. This was only partly attri-



AND POLICIES: JAPAN
butable to the fall that has taken place in world
freight rates. More important from a longer-term
point of view has been the increase of the Japanese
merchant fleet, which has helped to reverse the former
rise of the traditional deficit on freight account.

Even if imports increase considerably (by 30 per
cent) during the rest of this year and if exports were
to show no further rise (the assumptions are extreme),
the current account for 1969 would still show a surplus
of over $2 billion. Moreover, whereas previous
balance-of-payments cycles have been characterised
by opposite trends in the current and long-term capi¬
tal balance, this time the marked swings of the current
account have been accompanied by almost parallel
movements on long-term account. Despite the contin¬
uing considerable outflow of Japanese capital, the
long-term capital account has shown a small surplus
so far this year, mainly due to large purchases of
Japanese securities by foreigners. It seems likely,
therefore, that the basic surplus will be substantial
this year.

New Opportunities andNewProblems
The strengthening of the Japanese external position

has a number of positive aspects. First of all, in the
likely absence of " boom deficits " and with a more
comfortable level of external reserves, a major con¬
straint on demand management policies may have
been removed for the foreseeable future with the

result that there may no longer be a need to submit
the economy every two or three years to a " reces¬
sion " or cooling-ofT period in order to protect reserves.
Second, the fulfilment of Japan's foreign-aid com¬
mitments should be eased and this could eventually
lead to an improvement of aid programmes. Finally,
the environment should be more favourable for

removing remaining import restrictions and obstacles
to capital export, and in fact such restrictions are
being progressively removed.

On the other hand, the speed of the switch from a
potential deficit to a large basic surplus and I he
orders of magnitude involved in this change have
created new problems. With the attainment of a
more adequate level of external reserves, Japan is, for
the first time in her history, experiencing the problems
of surplus countries trying to avoid undue strains on
international liquidity.

A second problem for policy makers is that in the
(likely) absence of important balance of payments
constraints, the enforcement of quick policy adjust¬
ments may become more difficult and the reaction of
business slower.

Finally, the problem of maintaining cost and price
stability over time and of avoiding the building up of
excess capacity may require greater attention than
hitherto. In fact, the price problem has emerged as
a principal policy issue since the balance-of-payments
difficulties have been removed.

The behaviour of main price indicators during the
last three business cycles suggests that factors other
than excessive demand have played the more import¬
ant role in the persistent upward movement of prices.
Among such factors are government policies in respect
of agriculture and public services. The price rise in
private services can largely be explained by the ten

dency for wage increases in industry to spread to the
service sector. Prices of manufactured goods have,
on the whole, shown a high degree of stability in recent
years, thanks to the rapid increase in productivity
which has largely kept pace with the progress of
wages. It would appear, therefore, that the price
problem is, to a large extent, of a structural nature
which can best be coped with by policies designed to
raise the level of productivity in low productivity
sectors and to stimulate labour mobility, thereby
keeping the economy growing at an optimum rate.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the
progressive acceleration of growth of GNP from 10
per cent (in volume) in 1966 to 14.4 per cent in 1968
was associated with a decline of the GNP price
de fia tor from 4.5 per cent to 3.7 per cent and that the
rise of consumer prices in 1968 (5.5 per cent) was
smaller than that registered during the " recession
year " 1965 (6.6 per cent); by April 1969, the year-
over-year advance was down to 4.7 per cent.

Out/oo^ andAims
The prospects are that Japan may remain an im¬

portant surplus country for some time to come, though
the size of the surplus may depend significantly on
relative cyclical conditions at home and in the major
foreign markets. The present level of official reserves
is still relatively low, if compared with that of several
Member countries. But the authorities are, appa¬
rently, not aiming at any particular reserve target and
wish to keep the rate of increase of reserves within
reasonable limits. In fact, the official medium-term

balance-of-payments aims are for a current account
surplus, offset for the most part by long-term capi¬
tal exports (mainly to developing countries) and
allowing for a rather gradual increase of reserves.
The five-year programme, prepared in 1966, had set a
target of $1.4 billion for the current surplus, to be
attained by 1971. But all long-term projections for
the Japanese economy are at present being re-examin¬
ed by official bodies.

The Japanese authorities are already seeking pro¬
gressively to fulfil their commitments to the adoption
of more liberal policies concerning imports, current
invisible transactions and capital exports. Since, if
present trends continue, a large surplus on Japan's
balance of payments may remain even though fast
growth in the economy is maintained, further progress
in liberalising current external transactions and capi¬
tal exports is highly desirable from the international
point of view.

From the point of view of international equilibrium,
it seems desirable in present circumstances to sustain
a high rate of growth of the economy and to continue
efforts to discourage borrowing from abroad. A more
liberal import policy would also help to dampen price
pressures and speed up the shift of labour from low
to high productivity sectors - - a shift necessary to
close the important gap in living standards which still
exists between Japan and other advanced industrial¬
ised nations. The present strong domestic expan¬
sion should make it easier for the Japanese authorities
to overcome the social problems that have to be taken
into account when accelerating the movement towards
the removal of the remaining restrictions on imports.
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THE OUTLOOK FOR
INTERNATIONAL

TOURISM IN 1969
and the Record for 1968

Figures for the first half of 1969 indicate that foreign tourism will,

for the year as a whole, show an improvement over 1968. Both

the complete 1968 results and indications for 1969 appear in the
recently published annual report of OECD's Tourism Committee (1 )
on which the following article is based.

(1 ) " Tourism in OECD Member Countries in 1 968 and the Early Months of 1 969 "

Data so far available on

foreign tourism in OECD

Member countries during
the current year, which

generally cover the first five or six
months, point to a very favourable

development in 1969 (see table 1).

In the European Member countries,

continued economic expansion in

Germany brought about a substantial
increase of tourism from Germany.

An increase in travel to Europe by
United States residents was also

recorded, especially to Greece, Portu¬

gal, Spain, the United Kingdom and
Switzerland. On the other hand,

travel abroad by French and United

Kingdom tourists was uneven depend¬
ing on the countries visited. The re¬
strictions on internal demand and the

maintenance of a reduced tourist's

foreign currency allowance in these
two countries from which large num¬
bers of tourists travel abroad, will,

however, in the view of OECD's Tour¬

ism Committee, continue to have

noticeable repercussions on the deve¬

lopment of foreign tourism in Europe

and on the direction of tourist flows

from these countries.

In the United States and Japan,
foreign tourism also developed satis¬

factorily during the first six months of
1969; the total number of visitors to

the United States from overseas coun¬

tries increased by 13 percent and in

Japan the number of foreign visitors
rose by 22 per cent as compared with

the corresponding period of 1968.
In Canada the number of United States

visitors' arrivals during the first five

months increased by 4 per cent.

There is reason to hope that the

very favourable trend in North Atlantic
tourist exchanges, apparent for the

early months of 1969, will continue

during the whole of the year due on
the one hand to the official announce¬

ment by the Government of the Unit¬
ed States that it will not seek to limit

tourist expenditure abroad by United
States residents; at the same time,

the renewed efforts of the United

States Government to encourage fo¬

reign tourism, as well as publicity

measures abroad and price reductions

on air transport should also play a
role in attracting more foreign visitors.

The upward trend of foreign tour¬
ism, noticeable in European Member
countries in 1969, contrasts with the

situation observed in 1967 and 1968.

In 1967 the rapid and continuous
expansion which had been a feature of
international tourism since the end of

the war was interrupted in most
European Member countries and in

1968 the recovery was very slight
except in Austria, Spain, the United
Kingdom and Yugoslavia.

In 1967, the levelling off recorded
in international tourism in most Euro¬

pean Member countries was due

mainly to the slowing down of econo¬
mic activity in Member countries,
notably in Germany, in the United
Kingdom and in France countries

from which large numbers of tourists
travel to other European countries
and also, to a certain extent, to re¬

strictions imposed in the United King¬
dom since July 1 966 on tourist allow¬
ances in foreign currency.

In 1968, German tourism abroad

was slow to resume its upward trend,
despite the strong recovery of the

domestic economy, and for the first
time since the war the total number of

nights spent in Europe by tourists from
the United States showed a decrease.

Tourism from the United Kingdom was
affected by the maintenance of re¬
strictions on travel allowances in fo¬

reign currency and by the devaluation
of the pound. In fact, in the United
Kingdom and also in Denmark, Fin¬

land, Iceland, Ireland and Spain, the
devaluations of end 1967 had the

effect of reducing the purchasing pow¬
er abroad of tourists from these

countries. The social unrest in France

in May and June 1968 had unfavour¬

able repercussions both on foreign
tourism in France and on French tour¬

ism abroad, which wasfurtherchecked

by restrictions on tourist allowances in

foreign currency imposed from the end
of May to the beginning of September
and from November 1 968 onwards.

In statistical terms the development
of foreign tourism in OECD countries in
1967 and 1968 is reflected in their

receipts and expenditure on account

of international tourism (see table 2).
Total tourist receipts in foreign cur¬

rency in OECD Member countries
amounted to about 10.9 billion dollars

in 1968 as against 10.8 billion dollars
in 1967; total receipts of European
Member countries amounted to 8.1 bil-
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STATISTICS ON FOREIGN TOURISM IN MEMBER COUNTRIES

DURING THE EARLY MONTHS OF 1969

(Rounded figures)

From All countries United States Germany France United Kingdom

Country visited In thousands % 1968/69 n thousands % 1968/69 n thousands % 1968/69 n thousands % 1968/69 In thousands! % 1968/69

ARRIVALS OF FOREIGN VISITORS AT FRONTIERS

Greece	 6 months

Italy	 5 months
Portugal	 6 months
Scandinavia	 5 months

Spain	 6 months
Turkey	
United Kingdom 	 6 months
Yugoslavia	 6 months

Canada

United States

Japan 	

5 months

6 months

6 months

393

6,084

997

3,107

7.474

1,531

8,954

Overseas :

85.5

Overseas :

716

237

+ 27

+ 18

- 6

+ 13

+ 27

+ 1

+ 13

+ 22
_L

110

425

126

101

394

435

9.723

Europe :
312

92.8

T
+ 42

+ 20

+ 30

T

7

30

26

+ 9

+ 42

49.5

1,396

42.7

2,691

630

162

55.7

6.6

+ 54

+ 27

+ 20

- 6

+ 31

+ 18

+ 8

+ 32

33.8

1,123
37.3

159

2,539

287

34.4

3.9

+ 84

-10

+ 11

+ 14

+ 9

+ 63

27

11

47.6

344

135

99.5

959

+ 47

+ 15

+ 5

+ 8

+ 15

94.1

12.5

+ 2

+ 20

FOREIGN TOURIST NIGHTS IN HOTEL OR ALL MEANS OF ACCOMMODATION

Austria (a) 	 6 months 17,204
Germany (a) 	 3 months 1,955
Italy (a)	 5 months 11.643
Netherlands (b) 	 3 months 557
Norway (b) 	 4 months 479
Portugal (a) 	 4 months 802
Switzerland (b) 	 6 months 8,602
Yugoslavia (a) 	 6 months 5,324

+ 9

+ 12

+ 8

+ 7

+ 12

+ 4

+ 27

532

314

1.480

31.1

201

788

103

10

4

7

2

25

16

23

12.550

4,382

146

27.5

89

2,635

1,866

+ 8

+ 22

+ 3

+ 1

+ 29

+ 5

+ 37

307

187

844

3.9

45.2

1,282

117

2 1.051

5 162

9 723

L

-h

-27

-13

+ 17

52.2

137

933

285

+ 5

+ 2

+ 12

-11

+ 21

- 2

+ 10

Source : Information supplied by Member countries and Yugoslavia in reply to an annual questionnaire of the Tourism Committee (Preliminary figures).
Notes : (a) Nights recorded in all registered tourist accomodation,

(b) Nights registered in hotels.

2. RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE OF OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES

ON ACCOUNT OF INTERNATIONAL TOURISM

(Rounded figures in million of US dollars)	

1966 1967

Receipts

1966-1967

% change
1968

1S67-1968

% change

Expenditure

1966 1967
1966-1967

% change
1968

1967-1968

% change

Austria	

BLEU	

Denmark	

Finland	

France	

Germany	
Greece	

Iceland	

Ireland	

Italy	
Netherlands	

Norway	
Portugal	
Spain	
Sweden	

Switzerland	

Turkey	
United Kingdom 	

TOTAL European Member Countries
(rounded to nearest billion dollars)

Canada	

Japan	
United States	

TOTAL OECD Member Countries

(rounded to nearest billion dollars)

Yugoslavia 	

595

230

201

38

1.000

766

143

3

182

1.460

323

95

260

1,132
99

554

17

613

7.7

780

79

1,590

615

242

222

48

1,035

840

127

3

190

1,424
316

102

258

1,127

109

575

19

652

+ 3

+ 5

+ 10

+ 26

+ 3

+ 10

-11

+ 7

+

7.9

10.2

1,212

89

1,646

4

3

- 2

7

- 1

4

12

6

+ 2

+ 55

+ 13

+ 4

687

274

233

64

954

911

120

3

182

1,476

342

103

201

1,179

109

592

29

678

8.1

10.8 + 7

920

126

1,770

+ 12

+ 13

+ 5

+ 33

- 8

+ 9

- 6

+ 7

- 4

+ 4

+ 8

+ 1

-22

+ 5

+ 3

+ 57

+ 4

+ 3

10.9

-24

+ 42

+ 1

171

320

187

67

998

1,533

41

10

88

261

344

78

82

67

242

224

30

832

5.6

836

118

2,657

9.2

219

370

228

74

1,041

1.522

41

11

83

298

395

90

71

78

286

235

27

761

+ 28

+ 16

+ 22

+ 10

+ 4

- 1

- 6

+ 14

+ 15

+ 15

-13

+ 16

+ 18

+ 5

-10

5.8

830

146

3.195

10

257

398

227

66

1.099

1,582

43

4

87

363

458

95

66

75

308

249

34

649

+ 17

+ 8

- 1

-11

+ 6

+ 4

+ 5

-63

+ 5

+ 22

+ 16

+ 5

- 7

- 4

+ 8

+ 6

+ 24

-15

+ 4 6.1 + 4

- 1

+ 24

+ 20

928

167

3,022

+ 12

+ 14

- 5

+ 9 10.2 + 2

117 150 + 28 187 + 25 34 51 + 50 51

(1) Figures exclude receipts and expenditure on account of international tourist transport.

(2) Figures for Canada, Ireland, Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States are based on sample enquiries figures for the other countries are based on bank returns.

(3) Devaluation in 1967 in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland, Spain and the United Kingdom.
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3. GNP EXPORTS AND TOURIST RECEIPTS

IN FOREIGN CURRENCY

(S '000 million)

TOTAL OECD :

1. GNP	

2. Exports of Goods and Services . . .
3. Tourist receipts 	
% 3/1	

EUROPEAN MEMBER COUNTRIES

1. GNP	

2. Exports of Goods and Services . . .
3. Tourist receipts 	
% 3/1	

EEC MEMBER COUNTRIES :

1. GNP	

2. Exports of Goods and Services . . .

Ji^Tourist receipts

UNITED STATES :

1. GNP	

2. Exports of Goods and Services
3. Tourist receipts 	

1958 1967 % increase

811.7

92.7

4.039

(0.5 %)

1,550.2

196.8

10.835

(0.7 %)

4. CONSUMER EXPENDITURE, DISPOSABLE INCOME

AND TOURIST EXPENDITURE IN FOREIGN CURRENCY

	(S 'OOO million)	

TOTAL OECD :

1. Consumer expenditure 	
2. Tourist expenditure 	
% 2/1	

EUROPEAN MEMBER COUNTRIES

1. Consumer expenditure 	
2. Tourist expenditure 	
% 2/1	

EEC MEMBER COUNTRIES :

1 . Consumer expenditure 	
2. Tourist expenditure 	

UNITED STATES :

1. Consumer expenditure 	
2. Tourist expenditure 	

1958 1967 % increase

521.700

3.762

(0.7 %)

189.700

1.724

(0.9 %)

945.000

10.074

(1.1%)

+ 81

+ 166

105.800

0.883

355.400

5.814

(1.6%)

+ 87

+ 237

208.900

3.610

291.057

1.460

494.308

3.195

+ 97

+ 309

+ 70

+ 119

Country

Austria 	

Belgium 	
Denmark 	

France 	

Germany 	
Greece 	

Ireland 	

Italy 	
Netherlands 	

Norway	
Sweden 	

Switzerland 	

United Kingdom

Canada 	

Japan 	
United States 	

(a) National income

% increase 1958-67

Disposable
income

+ 96

+ 81

+ 131

+ 119

+ 101

+ 1141

+ 84

+ 128I
+ 125

+ 106 1
+ 95

+ 114

+ 71

Tourist

expenditure

+ 544

+ 302

+ 317

+ 567

+ 223

+ 168

+ 118

+ 271

+ 357

+ 88

+ 253

+ 135

+ 79

Relative

increase

in tourist

expenditure

83

242

71

- 48

816

119

5.7

3.7

2.4

4.8

2.2

1.5

1.4

2.1

2.9

-0.8

2.7

1.2

1.1

% tourist expenditure

Disposable income

1958 1967

-0.6

3.4

1.7

1.0

1.1

1.5

0.3

1.2

0.6

2.8

0.3

1.2

1.6

1.0

1.9

1.0

2.4

0.1

0.5

3.1

2.5

2.7

1.4

1.9

0.7

3.4

0.6

2.5

1.4

1.9

2.1

1.0

2.1

0.2

0.6

lion dollars as against 7.9 billion dol¬
lars in 1967. The number of arrivals

of foreign tourists in OECD Member
countries in 1 968 was around 1 1 4 mil¬

lion as against 113 million in 1967;
arrivals in European Member coun¬

tries and Yugoslavia were 88 million
as against 86.5 million in 1967. The
above figures show increases ranging
from 1 to 3 per cent in 1 968 as against
3 to 7 per cent in 1 967 and 9 to 1 2 per
cent in 1 966.

The pause in the growth of foreign
tourism was strongly felt by certain
European OECD countries for which
international tourism has become an

export industry having particular im¬
portance for their economies. In 1967
tourist receipts in foreign currency

accounted for over 6 per cent of
Gross National Product in Ireland,

almost 6 per cent in Austria and

Portugal, over 4 per cent in Spain
and almost 4 per cent in Switzerland.
Tourism is also an export industry

which is expanding rapidly. Thus,

for European Member countries as a
whole, tourist receipts in foreign cur¬
rency increased by 179 per cent be¬
tween 1958 and 1967, while their

exports of goods and services in¬
creased by only 110 per cent and
Gross National Product at market

prices by 97 per cent. Despite tem¬
porary fluctuations due to variations
in the economic, social and political

situation, tourist demand remains con¬

siderable. Taking all the European
Member countries together, tourist

expenditure abroad between 1 958 and
1967 increased three times as fast as

total consumer expenditure. Over
the same period, tourist expenditure
abroad increased three times more

quickly than private disposable income
in Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and
Japan, nearly four times more quickly
in Belgium, five times more quickly in
France and almost six times more

quickly in Austria. (See tables 3
and 4).

In view of the foreseeable conti¬

nuation in the expansion of tourism

during the coming years, the Tourism
Committee stresses the necessity for

governments to reinforce and give a
new orientation to their tourist poli¬
cies in the field of tourist accom¬

modation, equipment and transport,
frontier formalities, tourist welcome

and protection and, above all, to
seek new, more effective ways of

staggering holidays; the implement¬
ation of such policies could be facili¬

tated by increased co-operation be¬
tween OECD Member countries.
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NATURAL

GAS:

//j impact on
the energy market
in OECD Europe

A source of energy and also a raw material, natural gas is increasing its share of the
energy market in the European area of the OECD and it is ofgrowing importance for the
economy of the countries concerned. Initially supplied only to local consumers, in the IQ50 s
it came to be used on a regional and then a national scale and in the içôo V it has become an
object of international trade.
Having regard to these developments, the OECD Energy Committee and Special Committee
for Oil set up a joint ad hoc Group to study the impact ofnatural gas on the other forms
ofenergy. This wordingparty, composed ofrepresentatives ofnine countries* and ofthe Com¬
mission of the European Communities and assisted by representatives of the Economic
Studies Committee for the Gas Industry (COMETEC-GAZ), has assessed the situation in
a report to be published shortly. The salient points are discussed in the following article.

*Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States.

In Western Europe known reserves of natural gas
amount to some 4,000 10 9 cubic metres (Ta¬

ble 1), which is about half the reserves of the United
States (8,200 10 9 m3) or of the Soviet Union (9,000
10 9 m3). The intensive exploration activity currently
under way (Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands,
Norway and the United Kingdom are searching for
gas in particular in the North Sea, France in the
South-West and in the Bay of Biscay and the Gulf
of Lions, and Italy in the south of the country and in
the Adriatic) may well increase this estimate; sedi¬
mentary formations of the type likely to contain oil
or gas account for almost 40 per cent, of the area of
continental Europe. Similarly, the development of
proved reserves can lead to a higher figure; for
example, when the Groningen field in the Netherlands
was discovered in 1960 it was estimated at 60 10 9 m3

but the latest official figures are between 1,450 and
1,900 10 8 m3.

Internal and External Resources

The European gas fields vary as to size, location
and composition of the gas. As regards their size, out
of nearly 200 fields producing gas in 1967, 186 had an
annual output of less than 100 million m3. Groningen
and Lacq together accounted for almost one half of
the quantities produced. Of the European gas fields,
Groningen has the highest output (7.5 10 9 m3 in
1967), and it ranks amongst the largest in the world.

The quality of the gas, too, varies from field to
field. In Germany, for instance, the chemical compo¬
sition of the gas is not uniform throughout the country
and its calorific value runs from 4,700 to 12,200 kcal/
m 3. Small fields often have to be exploited simultane¬
ously to ensure that the associated pipeline will be an
economic proposition. With a large-scale installation
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1. RECOVERABLE RESERVES OF

NATURAL GAS IN THE EUROPEAN

OECD AREA (1)

(10' m3)

Proved Pro bable

Proved

and

Probable

EEC 	 2 587

202

215

180

1 990

700

20

72

85

342

(499)

300

(5)

(3 086)

274

300

(180)
2 332

1 000

(25)

of which : Germany . . .

France (2) .

Italy 	

Netherlands .

United Kingdom (3)

Other countries,

principally Austria .

European area as a
whole	 3 307 (804) (4 111)

(1) Situation in early 1969 for the United Kingdom ; as at 1st January
1968 for Germany ; in early 1968 for France ; at 30th June 1968 for
Italy ; at 15th July 1968 for the Netherlands ; at 1st January 1967
for remaining countries. No account is taken of differing calorific
values ; these can vary considerably between gas fields.

(2) Only 70 to 75 per cent of recoverable reserves can be marketed.

(3) North Sea.

Source : National Delegations to the OECD.

controlled automatically by computer, fields can be
worked in such a way as to meet both the consumers'
and the producers' requiremenls, namely, a gas of
constant quality, and optimum technical and eco¬
nomic operation.

The geographical location of the gas fields also has
a bearing on their development. The Italian deposits
in Ihe Po Valley are adjacent to industrialised and
thickly populated regions capable of absorbing the
entire output or more, but the Lacq region in France
offered no sizeable outlets and pipelines had to be
laid to carry the gas over quite long distances. The
Groningen reserves, however, are located near sub¬
stantial outlets and yet they are large enough to
supply distant markets as well.

In short, producers have two distinct objectives.
They have to maintain an optimum rate of extraction,
and at the same time to continue their exploration
effort on a large enough scale to ensure that gas will
be available in sufficient quantities in the long term.
In recent years they have met with considerable
success, since the ratio of reserves to output has
increased rapidly.

According to Member countries' forecasts, output
from gas fields in the area may well rise to at least
120 10 9 m3 a year by 1975. Under the contracts
concluded so far the quantity of gas to be exported
from the Netherlands to other European OECD
countries already exceeds 22 10 9 m ».

In addition to production within the area there are
external sources of supply. In several regions ad¬
joining Western Europe there are gas deposits which
are not yet fully exploited. Methane carriers dis

charged their first cargoes of liquefied natural gas
from Arzew (Algeria) on Canvey Island (United
Kingdom) in 1964 and at Le Havre (France) in 1965.
Spain and Italy have signed contracts for the import¬
ation of liquefied natural gas from Libya. In 1967
negotiations were opened between the USSB and
Italy, which may take up to 6 10 9 m3 of Bussian gas
a year. Germany, too, is considering the possibility of
such imports and France (1) may well do so, while
Austria is already receiving gas from the USSB.
In other words, an international market for natural

gas is developing rapidly.

Prospects by Sectors of Consumption

Natural gas can be used in place of all the other
sources of energy as a fuel and it can also replace
some of them as a raw material; it is therefore able to

penetrate all sectors of consumption. II has certain
specific advantages, including regularity of supply,
constant quality, convenience in use, absence of
storage facilities, cleanliness, and reduction of ait-
pollution. It thus has an edge over competing energy
sources. Hence, although cost per calorie is still the
main factor in assessing its competitiveness, natural
gas may in certain cases cost more than coal or oil
and yet be a serious challenge to these fuels.

The experts consider I hal the development of
natural gas will affect the energy market in two ways,
either successively or simultaneously. First, it will
bring about a decline in the production of manufac¬
tured gas from coal or petroleum products, and will
reduce the outlets for coke-oven gas. Secondly, it
will lead to competition with other forms of energy,
that will vary according to the sector of consumption
lo which it is offered and according lo Ihe forms of
energy with which it is in competition.

The domestic sector is likely to witness rapid growth,
particularly in space heating, because natural gas is
convenient to use, is clean and requires no storage
facilities. In this sector the consumption of coal, which
is already under severe pressure from oil, could fall off
rapidly, particularly in regions close to the gas fields.
The arrival of natural gas will, however, only acceler¬
ate the present trend in view of the growing use of
petroleum products. Oil, having to share this ex¬
pansion with natural gas will find its growth reduced
or even brought lo a temporary standstill in some
regions.

In the industrial sector, too, natural gas is likely to
experience fast growth. It is used as a raw material
(as a feed-stock in petrochemicals) and in applications
where it offers advantages in the way of convenience
in use and an easily-adjustable flame (glass industry,
ceramics, etc.) but it can also be used as a source of
heat; in these applications, coal has already been

(1) These proposals to export Russian gas are related
lo the agreements concluded by the USSR /or Ihe
importation of Iranian gas : il is more economic for
the USSR lo import gas from Iran lo supply its southern
regions than to draw upon the Central Asian gas which
is located farther away ; the latter can then be supplied
to the central and western regions of the USSR and
exported to other European countries.
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largely replaced by oil products and in this sector as
well the growth prospects of the latter will be affected
by Ihe presence of natural gas.

For the domestic and industrial sectors taken

together, the experts consider that at least half of the
increase expected between now and 1975 in the
demand for substitutable energy will be covered by
natural gas, and that if the most optimistic hypo¬
theses as to availabilities prove correct Ihe entire
increase may be met by gas.

However, in the majority of countries the experts
do not foresee many repercussions in the power
station sector. Except close to big gas fields where
natural gas could provide a large part of the base
load, it is only likely to be used in power stations
under interruptible contracts to ensure the initial
filling of pipelines or in response to clean air measures.

The growth of energy requirements (excluding
electricity) between 1966 and 1975 in the domestic
industrial and power station sectors taken together
could amount to some 200 million tons oil equivalent
(Mtoe) whereas natural gas availabilities will increase
by about 100 Mtoe, based on Member countries'
forecasts, and by 110 to 140 Mtoe based on the
experts' overall hypotheses.

Competition with other Forms
of Energy

The introduction and competitive impact of natural
gas in the energy economy will affect first of all the
gas industry. It is expected that most of the distribu¬
tion systems supplying manufactured gas will turn
over to natural gas within a few years. Of the different
kinds of manufactured gas, coke-oven gas will be the
most ad'ected. To obtain the best return, this gas will
therefore have to be supplied to a few major industrial
consumers (iron and steel, chemicals) in suitable
geographical locations. The price will then have to be
aligned on that charged for bulk supplies of natural
gas to industry.

Other sectors of the gas industry will likewise be
affected in varying degress refinery gas, and
petroleum products used as raw materials for manu¬
facturing gas for public distribution. However, the
contraction of this outlet should not present a financial
problem for the oil industry anywhere near so great
as those facing the coking plants. As lor liquefied
petroleum gas and light oils used for making or
enriching town gas, they should easily be able to find
fresh outlets in the chemical industry to make up for
markets lost with the gas industry.

Technically speaking, natural gas is capable of
replacing other forms of energy to an upper limit
of some 70 per cent of total primary energy require¬
ments. It does not compete with motor fuels or
electricity for motive power and lighting, or with
metallurgical coke used in blast furnaces. Even in
these latter uses, however, it may well undermine the
position of the traditional energy sources.

By and large, at current price levels in Europe,
indigenous coal has not been able to compete effective¬
ly with natural gas any more than it could withstand
the pressure of competition from oil products, except

where if has enjoyed special protection either for
thermal purposes (power stations) or in specific
markets (iron and steel). Despite the inertia associated
to some extent with the need to install new equipment,
convert appliances and so on, the experts consider-
that the growing availability of natural gas is likely
to accentuate the rundown of coal in Europe, and
that Ihe impact will be greater in the final consump¬
tion sector than in electricity generation.

The increasing use of natural gas has reduced the
growth rale of oil. Here it is not so much a case of
direct substitution, in thai natural gas has claimed
its share both as a substitute for coal and in the

overall growth of energy requirements. Natural gas
is even more convenient in use than oil but Ihe

difference is less marked than with coal. Overall.

natural gas is mainly a compelitor for the lighter
fractions (gas/diesel oil, light fuel oil) in markets
where its specific advantages count most but price
considerations generally weigh in favour of oil
products. Competition between natural gas and oil
is influenced by the policies adopted in the various
European countries with regard to prices and by the
fiscal burden on liquid fuels.

The main area of competition between natural gas
and electricity is cooking and water heating. In the
case of heating and other non-specific uses in industry,
the competition is wider-based since oil and. to a
lesser extent, coal are also involved.

In Europe, with the partial exception of France,
Italy and Austria, competition until recently was
between gas manufactured from coal and oil and
electricity generated for the most part from the same
sources. Being out-priced by oil, gas and electricity
have relied on their specific qualities to give them the
edge in certain markets. The advantage of electricity
is that it has a wider sphere of application than gas;
it is essential for fighting and for many other uses in
the home, while it has a captive market in industry
and il has definite advantages for railway transport.

Future Availabilities

Two Hypotheses
In order to assess the impact that natural gas will

have on others forms of energy in the future, it is
necessary to estimate the amount which could be
made available. Based on national forecasts, the

quantities of natural gas which could become avail¬
able on markets in the area around 1975 can be

assessed at a total of 115 to 120 Mtoe a vear (135 to
140 10 9 m3).

Alongside the medium-term forecasts made by the
countries in question, the experts put forward overall
hypotheses as to production and, by comparison with
forecasts of energy requirements, these are used lo
assess the probable impact of natural gas on other
energy sources. Producers fix the rate at which their
reserves are to be released on the basis of several

factors, including :

economic and technical conditions of production,
transport and distribution;

the stale of the overall energy market within the
countries concerned;
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The natural gas field of Groningen, the Netherlands, has estimated reserves of 1.500 hi/lion cubic meters, among the world's
largest. This size will permit Groningen to supply distant markets as well as local ones.

the relative prices of other forms of energy;

the prospects for renewing gas fields as they become
exhausted, and of making new discoveries;

the prospects of recourse to imports from third
countries; and

government policies.

Depending on the relative weights of these various
factors, two main hypotheses may be advanced as to
the rate at which reserves will be released. Table 2

shows the limits within which these hypotheses would
lie.

The first hypothesis (A) that reserves will be
exhausted in 30 years corresponds to the lower
limits for indigenous production, fn practice, the
trend of production from each field will probably
depart from the model and the output rate will be
reached only gradually; this method will, however,
give a reasonable overall estimate of the production
level that will be reached in the long term. Under
these conditions, production may rise to 135 10 9 m3
or some 115 Mtoe a year. In view of the time required
for production at the gas fields to get into its stride
and the need to establish a transport system, this
level could in practice be achieved around 1975.

The second hypothesis (B) is exhaustion of existing
reserves in 25 years; this would be feasible if signifi¬
cant additional discoveries allowed a higher product¬
ion rate. The estimated level of output in this case
is 161 109 m3, or roughly 135 Mtoe a year.

If 12 lo 21 Mtoe of gas is imported from non-
member countries in addition to this indigenous
production, the total annual availabilities of gas on
the markets of the area from 1975 onwards may be
expected to be between a minimum of 130 to 140 Mtoe
(A) and a maximum of 150 to 160 Mtoe (B).

Based on Member countries' forecasts and these

two overall hypotheses, natural gas could cover
between 10 and 11 per cent of total primary energy
requirements (1) in 1975. The situation is expected to
(filter from one country to another; growth will be
particularly marked in regions close to the large gas
fields of the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and
Northern Germany. Generally speaking, the EEC
countries and the United Kingdom stand to benefit
greatly from the advent of natural gas, while in the
other countries the degree of penetration (2.5 per
cent) could prove lo be well below the rates deduced
from the various overall hypotheses discussed above.

If natural gas is to retain in 1980 the relative
market share reached in 1975, new resources will have

lo become available, in the form of either indigenous
production or imports. The annual quantity of gas
needed for this purpose can be estimated at about

(1) In 1967, natural gas accounted for 3.2 per cent of
overall energy consumi>lion which amounted to 830.2
Mtoe.
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2. ESTIMATES OF AVAILABILITIES OF NATURAL GAS

IN OECD EUROPE EN 1975

RESERVES

Proven .

Proven probable (1)

1 0'J m3

EEC

2 587

3 000

UK

700

1 000

PRODUCT/ON IN THE AREA

Member countries' forecasts (P) 	 79/87 40

Possible production
Hypothesis that proven reserves will be
exhausted in 30 years (A) 	 100 33
Hypothesis that further discoveries
might lead to exhaustion within 25
years (B)	 120 40

Others
Europe

OECD (F

20

25

3 310

4 000

Mtoe (2)

EEC UK

120/128 67/74

Others
Europe

OECD (1)

2 810

3 400

IMPORTS FROM THIRD COUNTRIES

At present envisaged (C) (3) 	
Twice what is at present envisaged (D)

(4)	

TOTAL AVAILABILITIES

Forecast (P C) 	
Possible

Hypothesis A (A + C/D) (5)
Hypothesis B (B C/D) (5)

87/95

(108)
(128)

41

(34)

(41)

134

161

14

28

85

102

34

28

34

102/109

114

137

12

24

134/142 74/81 35 5 115/120

(6) 150/165 (92) (29) (5) 130/140

(6) 175/190 (109) (35) (5) ,150/160

Mtoe

EEC

OVERALL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

(Forecasts) 	 675

COVERED BY NATURAL

Country forecasts (P) . .
Hypothesis A 	
Hypothesis B 	

GAS

74/81

(92)
(109)

UK

249

35

(29)
(35)

Others

201

Europe

OECD (1)

1 125

EEC

100

UK

100

(5)
(5)

115/120 11.0/12.0

130/140 (13.6)
150/160 , (16.1)

Others

100

Europe

OECD (1)

100

14.1 2.5 !10.2/10.7
(11.6) (2.5) 11.5/12.4
(14.1) (2.5) 13.3/14.2

(1 ) Rounded totals.
(2) A single conversion factor of 8,500 kcal/m'' has been used as a basis for calculation, in view of the widely differing compositions of the
gas making up European reserves.
(3) Partially estimated.
(4) This upper limit is considered for the whole area only.
(5) Figures in brackets only include currently planned imports from third countries (C), in addition to the area's output ; figures for the whole
area cover this amount and the hypothesis of twice the imports currently envisaged.

25 to 35 Mtoe (30 to 40 10» m3); this implies Ihe
discovery of new reserves of the order of 700 to
1,200 10" m3, which the experts consider to be
possible.

The impact of natural gas on the international
energy scene is threefold. First, this relatively new
form of energy is a factor in technological progress;
the methods employed to carry natural gas over long
distances are already well developed, and submarine
pipelines are technically feasible. Furthermore, t lie
fact that it is necessary to draw upon gas fields
located far away from the centres of consumption has
provided the stimulus for the immense progress made
in gas liquefaction and the design of methane carriers.

Secondly, although it is difficult lo foresee what
effect the arrival of natural gas on the European
energy market will have on prices, since the initial

capital outlay is very high, it will bring more compe¬
tition and this will have a favourable influence on

consumer price levels. In addition, natural gas offers
advantages for consumers and the community as a
whole, not only from the technical standpoint, but
also in the way of convenience in use and security of
supply benefits which cannot be quantified at this
stage.

ft also can make a substantial contribution to

closer international relations. The natural gas market
will inevitably assume an increasingly international
character as the years go by. To take the best possible
advantage of this heritage, undreamt of less than ten
years ago, Member countries will have to orient their
efforts towards measures which will promote economic
growth and take the interest of other countries into
account.
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NEW OECD PUBLICATIONS

In the series " OECD Economic Surveys " 1968-1969 :

AUSTRIA, 44 pages
Recent trends. Economic Policy. Structural problems. Prospects.

DENMARK, 56 pages
Recent trends. Economic Policy. Prospects.

FINLAND, 62 pages
Growth and structural change. Management of the economy. The 1967 devalua¬
tion and accompanying measures. Recent developments and prospects.

JAPAN, 60 pages
Continued boom and external surplus. Trends of economic policy. Short-term
prospects.

NORWAY, 60 pages
Recent trends. Economic policy. Prospects.

TURKEY, 64 pages
Economic trends. Economic policy.

Each issue 	 5 s. 6d. S.80 F 3 SF 3 DM 2.50

Subscription for series in course of
publication.'	 £3.12 s. $10 F 42 SF 42 DM35

FISCAL POLICY IN SEVEN COUNTRIES

186 pages . £1.12 s. 6d. $4.80 F 19 SF 19 DM 15.80
A description of the institutional background to budgetary action in Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy. Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States, and a detailed
analysis in national accounting terms of the nature and effects of fiscal policy in each
of these countries.

In the " OECD Economic Studies "series :

AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF THE FRENCH

ECONOMY. A short-term forecasting model,

by Michael K. Evans

106 pages	 £1.1 s. S3 F 12 SFI2 DM10
An econometric model which, it is hoped, will stimulate interest in model-building
in the main OECD countries.

REFUSAL TO SELL

120 pages 	 £1.6 s. S3.80 F 15 SF 15 DM 12.50

This report is primarily a comparison of the legal attitudes of OECD Member countries
towards the practice employed by suppliers of refusing to sell to particular dealers or
classes of dealers.

PROMOTION OF SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED

FIRMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES THROUGH

COLLECTIVE ACTIONS

374 pages £2.4 $6.50 F 26 SF 26 DM21.60

Present trends in aid to small and medium-sized firms. New perspectives. Promo¬
tion of collective action. Adapting collective action to special conditions of deve¬
loping countries.

In the " Reviews of National Policies for Education "series :

SWEDEN

64 pages . . 	 14 s. $2 F 8 SF8 DM 6.60

The examining team was concerned with the process of educational planning in
Sweden, the Swedish educational system and the object of planning, and the problems
encountered at the various stages of their educational reform.

ITALY

280 pages 	 £2.6 s. $6.80 F 27 SF 27 DM 22.50
This report describes the current stage of educational development in Italy, including
the present structure of the school system and the concepts which have led up to it.
It also deals with the qualifications conferred by technical and vocational institutes;
training, recruitment and updating of teachers; science teaching at upper secondary
level.

In the " Study on Teachers "series :

STUDY ON TEACHERS. Statistical Data : Canada

(in English), Spain (in French), Iceland (in English),

Japan (in English), Norway (in English), Turkey (in
French ), United States (in English ).

( The seven reports are bound in a single volume)
150 pages .. £1.2s.6d. $3.20 F 13 SF 13 DM 10.80

STUDY ON TEACHERS : France (in French), Ireland

(in English ).

The two reports are bound in a single volume
496 pages 	 £1.14 s. $5 F 20 SF 20 DM16.60

STUDY ON TEACHERS : Germany (in English),
Belgium (in French), United Kingdom (in English).

( The three reports bound in a single volume)
314 pages 	 £1.14 s. $5 F 20 SF 20 DM 16.60

Catalogue of main marine fouling organisms (found
on ships coming into European waters)
Vol. 4 - ASCIDIANS OF EUROPEAN WATERS

36 pages 	 £1.11 s. $4.50 F 18 SF 18 DM15

APPLICATION OF ON-LINE

NUCLEAR REACTORS

COMPUTERS TO

904 pages, bilingual . £7.5 s. $20 F 85 SF 78 DM70

Report of the Sandefjord Seminar which was designed to enable those with know¬
ledge of on-site data-processing of measurements performed in reactors to compare
techniques and practical experience. Special attention was given to computer
control of reactor operation, in particular its application to the large nuclear power
stations of the future.

In the " Gaps in Technology Between Iviember Countries
series :

PHARMACEUTICALS

152 pages	 £1.1 s. F 12 SF 12 DM 10

OTHER NEW OECD PUBLICATIONS

THE HIDES, SKINS AND FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY IN OECD
COUNTRIES. Statistics 1967-1968

152 pages, bilingual	 £1.1 s. Si F 12 SF 12 DM 10

TROPICAL TIMBER 1966-1967

180 pages, bilingual ... £1.2 s. 6d. $3.20 F 13 SF 13 DM 10.SO

MARITIME TRANSPORT 1968

130 pages	 £1.2 s. oil. $330 F 13 SF 13 DM 10.80

MARKET FOR FROZEN FISH IN OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES

1964-1968

122 pages	 11. 1 s. $3 F 12 SF 12 DM 10

DRAFT CODE OF PRACTICE FOR FROZEN FISH

76 pages, bilingual	 12 s. $1.80 F 7 SF 7 DM5.80
Raw material. Freezing time and freezing rate. Sanitation and hygiene. Handling.
Packaging. Storage of frozen fish and shellfish. Thawing of frozen fish. Trans¬
portation and retailing.

LABOUR FORCE STATISTICS 1956-1967

172 pages, bilingual . . . £1.2 s. 6d. $330 F 13 SF 13 DM 10.80

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL FLOWS

TO LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES (Disbursements) 1966-
1967

92 pages, bilingual .... £l.2s.6tl. $3.20 F 13 SF 13 DM10.80

In the series " Production, Consumption and Foreign Trade

of Fruit and Vegetables in OECD Member Countries : Present
situation and 1970 prospects " :

CAULIFLOWERS

60 pages	 £1.4 s. $3.50 F 14 SF 14 DM 11.60
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